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Technical Rules and Regulations 
 
ONTARIO DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM (ODP) – PHYSICAL ABILITIES AND SKILLS 
 
I) GENERAL INFORMATION 
• The ODP was created with the Sport Canada Long Term Athlete Development principles in mind. 
• To improve the level of physical preparation in our gymnasts. 
• To improve the level and quality of gymnastics being performed in this age group. 
• To assist in developing a more “rounded” athlete using all areas of basic movement to increase basic 

skills. 
• To provide a more positive introduction to competition. 
• To change the focus and philosophy regarding awards and ranking at competitions for this age group. 
• To give an alternative for coaches and clubs to use this program for age 6 competitions to reinforce 

positive participation rather than competitiveness through ranking, as is the Ontario Guideline for 6 
years old and under gymnasts. 

• To provide 5‐7+ year old gymnasts with a good base for future development. 
 

Recognition goes out to the working group members involved in the creation and maintenance of this 
program with the Women’s Program Manager (WPM):  Krista Dales, Barb Dring, Cheryl Donoghue, Dawn 
Izzard, Paula Johnson and Jessica LeBlanc. Thank you for your dedication, vision and hard work. 

 
II) PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

All athletes, coaches and assessors participating in the Ontario Developmental Program (ODP) must be 
registered with Gymnastics Ontario as per Section I (i.i), II) Program Structure. 
 
The ODP program has two main age categories. Each of these categories have 3 areas of physical 
abilities testing, Strength‐Power‐Endurance, Handstand Development and Flexibility.  The 7yrs+ age 
category also has single skills on Vault, Bars, Beam and Floor that will be evaluated. 

 
a) AGE CATEGORIES 
      Age 6 

Two levels of Physical Ability to be tested – “A” for advanced gymnasts and “B” for beginner gymnasts. 
Program Technical Charts of goals for each athlete will be used for each physical test rather than a 
specific score. They will not be assessed for scores, but will receive goal achievement feedback for each 
station. 
All participants will receive an ODP Participation certificate. Please find the certificate template 
available online www.gymnasticsontario.ca. Clubs have the option to alter the certificate (to 
personalize etc.). One additional award (medal or trophy) may be given out to these athletes but 
MUST be the same for each participant. 

 
Age 7yrs+  
Five levels of Physical Ability/Skills for ages 7yrs+ (ODP 1 through 5).  
A positive scoring system is used for earning a percentage total for each area of Physical Ability and 
three to four skills on all four apparatus, as well as an overall total. 
The three areas of Physical Ability, plus the skills from all four apparatus and the total percentage for all 
seven areas will be awarded. Athletes will receive one overall medal indicating their overall ranking within a range 
of scores. GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE or MERIT are the categories used for the range of scores. (Coaches of athletes 
competing will receive a copy of their athletes’ scores in each area of physical abilities as well as for each event, so that 
they may still go over areas of improvement or areas of great success, once they return to their gyms). All ODP 

http://www.gymnasticsontario.ca/
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athletes will also receive a Participation Certificate from the host club. Please find the certificate 
template available online www.gymnsticsontario.ca Clubs have the option to alter the certificate (to 
personalize etc.) 
 
NOTE: The ODP Scoring System provided by Gymnastics Ontario is the ONLY scoring system that is to 
be used at ODP competitions. 
 

 
The ODP 7yrs+ Skills Manual should be used as a resource for pre‐competitive gymnasts of all abilities 
ages seven and up.  The skills portion of the ODP program encourages both participation and skill 
development for our younger athletes.  It should challenge and prepare them for the OCP program 
based on the USAG Junior Olympic program. 
 
It is highly encouraged to place each 7 year old+ athlete in the appropriate levels, based on the 
following descriptions: 

 
ODP 1 ‐ Brand new to the sport of gymnastics.  These athletes have little to no prior experience in the 
sport but are keen to begin developing the fundamentals of gymnastics.  These athletes are likely 
training 1 or 2 days/week for a total of 6hrs or less 

 
ODP 2 ‐ Athletes who have participated in a recreational or pre‐competitive program prior to age 7+ 
and are beginning to display an understanding of the basic elements on each event.  These athletes are 
likely training approximately 8‐10hrs/week.  

 
ODP 3 ‐ Athletes who have been participating in pre‐competitive gymnastics and/or performed in the 
ODP Program Ages 5&6 with an average level of ability, and are currently training 12‐14hrs/week.  

 
ODP 4 ‐ Athletes who have been participating in pre‐competitive gymnastics and/or performed in the 
ODP Program Ages 5&6 with a good level of ability and talent, and are currently training 12‐
14hrs/week.  

 
ODP 5 ‐ Pre‐competitive athletes who have 2‐3 years’ experience and/or display a high level of ability. 
This is for athletes who train 15hrs/week or more.  

  
ODP SCORE RANGES 

 

  Strength/Power/ 
Endurance Flexibility Handstand 

Development AA 

GOLD ≥87% ≥87% ≥87% >88.5% 
SILVER 77‐86.99% 77‐86.99% 77‐86.99% 78%‐88.4% 

BRONZE 63‐76.99% 63‐77.99% 63‐76.99% 65%‐77.9% 
MERIT ≤62.99% ≤62.99% ≤62.99% ≤64.9% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  VAULT BARS BEAM FLOOR 
GOLD ≥19.4  ≥29.1 ≥38.8 ≥38.8 
SILVER 18.7‐19.39 28.05‐29.0 37.4‐38.79 37.4‐38.79 

BRONZE 17.5‐18.69  26.25‐28.0 35‐37.3 35‐37.3 
MERIT ≤17.49 ≤26.2 ≤34.96 ≤34.96 

http://www.gymnsticsontario.ca/
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b) PHYSICAL ABILITIES STATIONS 
6 year olds - a total of 6 assessors required for these competitions 

 FLEXIBILITY 
Station 1: Split Right  
Station 2: Split Left  
Station 3: Middle Splits 
Station 4: Pike Hip Flexion (Hamstring Stretch)  

  Station 5: Long Bridge (Shoulder Flexibility)  
 

HANDSTAND DEVELOPMENT 
Station 6: Handstand Line and Balance 
Station 7: Pike Hold 
Station 8: Press and Hold (Static Press) 

 
     STRENGTH POWER ENDURANCE 

Station 9: 20m Sprint 
Station 10: Chin Ups (Pull Ups)  

   Station 11: Leg Lifts 
Station 12: 3m Rope Climb 
Station 13: Shuttle Run 

 
7yrs+ 

 FLEXIBILILTY 
Station 1: Split Right (1 assessor) 
Station 2: Split Left (1 assessor) 
Station 3: Middle Splits (1 assessor) 
 
HANSTAND 
Station 4: Handstand Line and Balance (1 assessor) 
Station 5: Dynamic Press (1 assessor) 
Station 6: Casts (2 assessors) 
Station 7: Pike Hold (1 assessor) 

 
STRENGTH POWER ENDURANCE 
Station 8: Chin Ups (2 assessors) 
Station 9: Reverse Leg Lifts (2 assessors) 
Station 10: Push ups (2 assessors) 
Station 11: 3m Rope Climb (1 assessor) 
Station 12: Shuttle Run (1 assessor) 
 
 

III)  ASSESSORS 
Please refer to the Technical Rules and Regulations, Section G: Judging Professional and Operational 
Guidelines, Section IV) ODP Assessors for Assessor Guidelines and Requirements:  

 
ODP 6 years old Competitions 

• 6 assessors and 1 Chief Assessor is required for each session 
 ODP 7yrs+ Competitions 

• 8 assessors and 1 Chief Assessor is required for each session 
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IV)  COMPETITIONS 
All ODP competitions are sanctioned under the Invitational competitions. Please refer to Invitational 
Information in Section I(i.i) for further information. 
 

a)   Registration and Fees 
• All Invitational host clubs will stipulate registration fees 
• Level of athlete determined by each club registering athletes 

 
b)   Schedules and Competition Orders 

• Schedule is determined by host club in conjunction with the Chief Assessor 
• 6 year olds are schedule separately from the 7yrs+ 
• MAXIMUM number of athletes per session/flight: 40 ‐ 6 year olds, 32 age 7yrs+  
• Maximum number of athletes permitted per rotation/group :10 ‐6 year olds, 8 ‐ age 7yrs+  
• Competition Order is organized by host club but clubs can request changes to the order. 
•  For competition format, please see the ODP Competition Set Up and Operations Manual. 
• ODP 5 athletes, MUST rotate in a separate group from all other age/level categories in order 

to maintain a good flow throughout the competition, specifically due to vault equipment 
requirements 

 
c) Warm Up 

• 15 minute Warm up per Session 
• Late arrivals – If athletes are late due to extenuating circumstances, they are permitted to  

 warm up and compete on all stations provided the 8 th station has not started being     
 assessed. If the 8 th station has started, they will be permitted to warm up and compete     
 on the final 5 stations for 5 and 6‐year‐old competitions, and the final 8 stations for 
7years+ competitions. 

• 7years+ Skills warm up: Each athlete will be allotted 30secs which will be combined 
together for blocked time on Vault, Bars and Floor. A maximum time of 4mins will be 
given for each group.  A minimum time of 1min. 30secs will be allowed for groups of 3 or 
less.   
For beam, each athlete will be given a 45secs. touch to warm up, and the group will 
follow a "bump start" format for warm up and competition. There is no minimum or 
maximum time, as each athlete will be warming up separately. 

 
d) Scoring and Awards 

A computer‐scoring program is provided by Gymnastics Ontario for levels ODP1‐5.  No other 
program is to be used. There is no program required for Age 6, as it is to be done manually by 
each Assessor for the coach’s records only. The official ODP score sheets are found in the 
“ODP 7yrs+ Registration + Physical Abilities and Skills Score Sheets” document on the 
Gymnastics Ontario website. 
The Master Scoring Program is to be used for inputting athlete scores for each physical 
ability exercise and event skill in order to determine their overall ranking. Athletes will 
receive a GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE, or MERIT medal representing their OVERALL 
ACHIEVEMENT within a range of scores determined by the women’s technical committee. 
These ranges of scores can be found above on page 5 of this document. 
. 
The scoring program is Excel, and the Head Scorer for your competition must be able to work with 
Excel. The cells in the Excel program are already pre‐formulated. 
• No protests/inquiries. 
• Scores will be provided to coaches upon the completion of the Session. 
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• Scores are not flashed or given out to parents or athletes. 
 

Age 6 – Age 6 competitions are not scored or judged, however one sheet will rotate with 
each athlete to record their performance. This record is NOT for parents or athletes. It is only 
for Coaches. 
 

VI)   TECHNICAL CHARTS – PHYSICAL ABILITIES 
a) 6 year olds (Flexibility, Handstand, Strength‐Power‐Endurance) 
b) 7yrs+ (Flexibility, Handstand, Strength‐Power‐Endurance) 
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 ODP Age 6 A & B-  Physical Abilities 
STATION 1 & 2 

 
Splits - 
 
Right and Left 

Age 6 A&B Goals 
‐Passive split on the floor on a line approx. 10 cm wide. One leg must 
be on the line. The other leg can be slightly off the line depending on 
the width of the hips. 
‐Coach may assist athlete to get into position, but has 10 seconds 
before evaluation starts. 
‐Athlete keeps both legs and torso over the line, square hips, square 
shoulders, torso vertical, back knee under, heel to ceiling, knees 
straight, feet pointed, arms out to side, or opposite arm in front and 
other arm to the side 
‐Coach is permitted to hold one hand for balance. Hold position 
without wavering in angle of split for a max. 5 seconds as per 
Assessor. 
‐Assessor is on the side of the front leg (i.e. left leg in front, Assessor 
stands on gymnast’s left side) 

‐For gaps under hips, a measurement is taken with a 30 cm ruler 
from the gymsuit seam under the front leg of the athlete to the floor 

‐Front leg flat on line 
‐Back leg flat‐ no space 
under hip or middle 
‐Pointed feet (Achilles 
tendon at back of both 
ankles must be rigid) 
‐Front leg straight (no gap 
under knee)/back leg 
straight 
‐Square hips (can get a 
check mark for slightly, or 
very square) 
‐Torso vertical 

 
 
 
 

ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 3 

 
Middle Splits 

Age 6 A&B Goals 
‐Place the flat ends of 2 boxes/blocks of equal length against a wall with 
space between them 
‐A “zero” line is made with tape or Velcro at the other flat end of the 
boxes extending from one box to the other parallel to the wall i.e. the “0” 
line in 1 cm increments moving away from the wall 
‐The athlete sits in straddle, facing the wall and places the inside of one 
ankle against the end of one box, the inside of the other ankle is against 
the other box. She pushes/pulls in as far as she can go and tries to get to 
the “0” line 
‐There is 10 seconds given to assume the position. Hold for 10 sec. max as 
per Assessor 
‐Athlete remains sitting upright, and can use fingers on the floor behind 
their backs for balance 
‐Knees straight, toes pointed, hips tucked under. Coach may assist athlete 
to get into position, but may not hold athlete in position 

‐A measurement is taken to see how far the athlete is from the “0” line 

‐  ≥ 5cm from line 
‐Flat back 
‐Pointed feet (Achilles 
tendon at back of both 
ankles must be rigid) 
‐Straight knees (no gap 
under knees) 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 4 

 
Pike Hip 
Flexion 
(Hamstring 
Stretch) 

Age 6 A&B Goals 
‐Stand on a beam side position (not facing the end). Balls of 
feet on the beam 
‐Bend over to full pike position. Feet side by side. Gymnast 
may bend knees to get into position before straightening legs 
‐Arms reach down to grab bottom of beam with fingers. Head 
must be in, and attempt to touch forehead on legs is 
encouraged 
‐Safety: Coach to ‘spot’ athlete with one hand on upper back, 
and one hand on back of legs. If coach is not available, the 
Assessor will spot. Coach IS NOT PERMITTED TO FORCE 
ATHLETE INTO POSITION. This is a safety spot only. 
‐Knees straight, hold for 10 seconds 
‐Assessor to count out loud. Counting stops when knees bend. 
‐Assessor will count from “0” for one more attempt. Athlete 
must not bend knees. 

‐Grabbing the bottom of beam must be with both hands 
simultaneously, and held. 

‐Receives check mark for 
deepness of pike position 
reached ‐ ex. 
Forehead touching legs 
‐Hold for 10 seconds with 
straight knees 
‐Toes together 

 
 

 
 

ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 5 

 
Long Bridge  
(shoulder 
flexibility) 

Age 6 A&B Goals 
‐Athlete places palms of hands on the corners of a 30 cm 
‘corridor’ (not outside the lines). Broader shouldered athletes 
are permitted to go wider than corridor provided one part of 
each hand is on the lines. 
‐Toes and heels together, only a slight toe turnout is okay if 
heels are together (allows for athlete with good hip turn out). 
Slight heel separation okay if toes are together  
‐Heels down, knees together (slight knee separation okay) 
‐Elbows locked straight. Push shoulders past wrists. Coach 
MUST HOLD ATHLETE’S FEET IN PLACE for safety. Coach must 
place a hand on  athlete’s back as well 
‐Coach is permitted to assist athlete to get into position, but 
may not HOLD her there i.e. Coach is not permitted to force 
athlete into position and hold her there 
‐Fingers to face feet, or 45° in toward each other, not out 
‐Gymnast has to the count of 10 to assume position 
‐Hold position for 5 seconds max as per Assessor 

‐Hold for 5 seconds 
‐Feet flat 
‐Toes, knees and heels together 
‐Angle of lean: shoulders vertical 
to or past wrists 
‐Locked knees 
‐Locked elbows 
‐Hands within 30 cm corridor 
‐Fingers pointed towards feet 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 6 

 
Handstand 
Line and 
Balance 

Age 6 B Age 6 A 
‐Place a 10 cm line with tape or velcro on the 
floor away from the wall. The outside edge of 
the line cannot be further than 10 cm 
‐Athlete performs a handstand on the wall or 
against incline mat, stomach facing in. Hands 
must be on line or closer to the wall/mat. 
 

‐Against 2 boxes/blocks e.g. Trapezoid. Use the 
end of the boxes since the sides are angled,  
Athlete levers into handstand. Hands should 
be within two cm of the boxes.  Athlete holds 
handstand up to 20 seconds and levers back 
out to stand. 
‐Fingers bending, after start, to balance is okay. 
Opposite end of boxes should be against a wall 
to prevent sliding of the boxes 
‐Head only against box i.e. back and shoulders 
not touching ‐crown of head is generally the 
placement on the box. Ears between arms 
‐Eyes on hands “look through eyebrows” for 
neutral head position 

‐Coach may assist athlete to get into position however athletes should be attempting to get into 
position alone 
‐Time starts when athlete closes legs together in handstand, and/or is still, and/or when coach 
lets go of athlete if athlete is being assisted 
‐Time ends when athlete steps down from handstand, or falls 
‐2 attempts are permitted if time is less than 15 seconds. Best time is recorded. Gymnast must 
perform their 2nd attempt immediately 

Goals B Goal A 
‐Hold 20 seconds 
‐Ears between arms and eyes on hand 
‐Shoulders elevated and open angle 
‐Back flat and ribs in 
‐Open hips, rear squeezed and no twisting 
‐Knees locked, legs tight (showing muscles) 
‐Feet pointed (tendon at the back is rigid) and 
side by side 

‐Fully Spotted= S 
‐Lightly Assisted= A 
‐Alone= AA 
‐Hold 20 seconds 
‐Ears between arms and eyes on hands 
‐Shoulders elevated and open angle 
‐Back flat and ribs in 
‐Open hips and rear squeezed, no twisting 
‐Knees locked, legs tight (showing muscles), feet 
pointed and side by side  
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 7 

 
Pike 
Hold 

Age 6 A&B 
-On parallettes in pike position (parallettes must have adjustable width and may not be higher than 
45 cm from the floor) 
‐If using parallel bars, they must have adjustable width, and have matting piled under so it is not higher 
than 45 cm from the top of the mat to the bar 
‐A vault hand‐mat is placed on top of the parallettes 
‐Gymnast starts with legs on mat (calves over mat), push up body and hold clear pike position‐ higher 
than pike (i.e. reaching ‘v‐hold’ position) is encouraged but not required 
‐Straight knees, toes together and feet pointed 
‐Flat hands if on floor 
‐Heels cannot touch mat. Legs cannot touch arms 
‐Athlete is permitted 2 warnings for technical infractions i.e. touching mat, legs bent/apart. Third 
warning will terminate test 
‐Weight bearing on mat with heels will terminate test. A fall onto rear will terminate test. A significant 
change in body position will terminate test (large straddle or bend in knees) 
‐2nd attempts are permitted if athlete has not reached ½ of the maximum time. Best time is recorded 

Goals B Goal A 
‐Held 20 seconds 
‐Straight legs 
‐Feet pointed and side by side 

‐Held for 30 seconds  
‐Straight legs 
‐Feet pointed and side by side 

 
 

ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 8 

 
Press 
and 
Hold 
(Static 
Press) 

Age 6 B Age 6 A 
‐Press to clear straddle support with hands on the 
line, body perpendicular to angle guide 
-Athlete is encourage to attempt to press up to 
horizontal with body, and hold support in straddle 
(horizontal = hips at, or above head  
– but no height deduction will be taken if athlete is 
below horizontal 
-time starts when athlete has achieved clear straddle 
or higher 
 

‐Start in a clear straddle support with hands on 
the line, body perpendicular to angle guide 
‐Press up to minimum horizontal and hold 
support in straddle (hips at or above head) 
Athletes are encouraged to attempt to reach 
45° = hips at/or above 45° angle to floor) 
-but no height deduction is taken if the athlete 
is less than 45° 
-time starts when athlete has marked 
“horizontal position or higher 

‐Return to clear straddle support after hold, but athlete is not penalized if they don’t 
‐Eyes should be forward or on hands, fingers forward (slight turn out is okay), flat back throughout, legs 
tight, elbows locked 
Back remains rounded throughout  
‐Time starts when athlete ‘marks’ position 
‐ For “A” Up to 2 warnings are given if an athlete goes below horizontal. She must resume the position or 
the test ends. Test ends upon 3rd time below horizontal. 
‐Time ends when athlete cannot resume position after dropping body below goal position, or puts feet 
down, or breaks body position significantly in anyway (i.e. bent legs, elbows etc.). Test is terminated if 
legs touch arms with weight bearing 
‐Permitted 1 attempt unless athlete falls within a few seconds, she may try again 

Goals B Goal A 
‐Hold up to 10 seconds 
‐check marks for “held in clear straddle”, “held above 
clear straddle” or “held horizontal or above” 
‐Straight legs, feet pointed, elbows straight, rounded 
back 

‐Hold up to 10 seconds 
‐check marks for “hips reached horizontal or 
higher”, “hips reached 45° or higher 
‐Straight legs, feet pointed, elbows straight, 
rounded back 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 9 

 
20m Sprint 

 Age 6 A&B 
‐Must be performed on an unsprung surface 
‐ 2 Assessors‐average rounded time of both watches 
‐1 run per athlete (a second run may be permitted if they have a false start) 
‐Toes not past “0”m line at start‐ recommended starting position is with toes together at the 
line, then rise up on toes before stepping forward 
‐Assessor says “Ready” and athlete starts when she’s ready (within a few seconds she should 
start) 
‐Time starts at her first step forward contacting the floor. Gymnast should not shuffle feet. Time 
begins when the athlete contacts the floor on her first step whether it is in front or the line or 
not 
‐Time stops when hips pass 10 m mark 

Goals B Goals A 
20m in 4.20 seconds 20m in 4.00  seconds 

 
 
 

ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 10 

 
Chin Ups 
(Pull Ups) 

Age 6 A&B 
‐Long hang position with straight legs‐ no beat swing permitted. Coach can put athlete into 
position, but is not permitted to create a wall or grab the athlete’s legs to stop or prevent the 
swing. 
‐Additional soft matting under the bar is strongly recommended. Matting should come close to 
the athlete’s feet without touching 
‐From hand in over grip, ultimate position is for gymnast to have any part of their face above the 
bar.  Gymnast is given credit for touching nose or chin to the bar ‐Legs must remain straight and 
together throughout. If execution deduction for leg separation/knee bend is greater than 0.1, 
pull will not count 
Ideal body position is completely straight, or curvilinear 
‐Pull up will not count if there is a significant stagger (significant pulling of one arm at a time) in 
the initiation of the pull up 
‐Pull ups are to be performed in a sequence, one after the other, with no more than 2secs 
between each repetition.  If the athlete stops for more than 2secs, their turn is done, and no 
more pull ups will count. 
‐If the athlete "beats" or swings into the pull up, it will not count. 

Goals B Goals A 
‐ up to 5 with eyes at or above the bar ‐ up to 5 with chin over the bar 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 11 

 
Leg Lifts 

Age 6 B Age 6 A 
‐ Performed with straight legs only 
‐Ankles must reach horizontal or above. 
‐Leg lifts are to be performed CONSECUTIVELY, 
one after the other with no more than 2secs 
between each repetition. 
If the athlete rests for more than 2secs, their 
turn is done, and no more leg lifts will count. 

 

‐Performed with straight legs only 
‐Ankles must go above shoulder height (45° or 
more). Athletes are encouraged to touch bar 
with the front of foot 
‐Leg lifts are to be performed CONSECUTIVELY, 
one after the other with no more than 2secs 
between each repetition. 
If the athlete rests for more than 2secs, their 
turn is done, and no more leg lifts will count. 

 
‐peformed on wall bars with a flat mat placed over rail where back touches. When athlete is 
hanging, their ears must not be able to go behind their arms, nor in front of their arms. Their 
head must not be higher than the mat behind 
‐If no wall bars are available, clubs may use regular bars with secure blocks behind to show the 
correct hanging position described above. Their head and elbows may not be higher than the 
blocks behind 
‐Padding on the top of feet is okay (e.g. wristband, thick socks etc.) 

Goals B Goals A 
‐to achieve as many CONSECUTIVE legs lifts as 
possible with good form 

‐to achieve as many CONSECUTIVE legs lifts as 
possible with good form 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 12 

 
3m Rope Climb  

Age 6 B Age 6 A 
Set Up: 
‐Must be standard 1.5” diameter rope for climbing and should be at least 3.5 m in length to allow 
for ‘0’ line to be at athlete’s head 
‐Sit on a mat, or on a box on top of mat(s) in straddle position.  If the rope has a knot, it should be 
below the box/mat if possible 
‐0m mark is clearly marked with black marker and covered with thin tape (≤1”) and must be 
placed at a height that will be approximately at/ or higher than the athlete’s head 
‐Each 1m mark is marked with black marker and covered with a different colour thin tape (≤1”) at 
1m, 2m, 3m (3m is the top) 
‐Each 50cm increment is marked with red marker, and covered with a plain white thin (≤1”) tape 
Task: 1 rope climb (total 3m)  
‐Start with one hand on 0m. Athlete’s other 
hand may be free, or above “0” line. Time starts 
when athlete pulls herself up with arms, and 
lifts herself from sitting position 
‐No pushing off of mat or boxes allowed with 
feet 
‐If there is a knot, athlete can use knot with 
their feet to start the climb once they have 
pulled themselves up 
‐Climb using hand over hand (alternating pulling 
arm is ideal), and pushing with feet (one foot in 
front, and one foot in the back of rope is ideal) 
‐Time starts when the athlete lifts off the 
box/mat. Time ends when athlete reaches the 3 
m mark or cannot finish climb. 
‐Test terminate if athlete dismounts the rope. 

 

Task:Hand changes without using legs as 
describled below 
‐Climb using hand over hand, with legs in 
straddle‐pike or pike position. Legs must be 
clear of the rope 
‐Assessor counts total number of changes to 
determine score 
‐First count is the first hand change and pull 
AFTER both hands are on the rope 
‐For hand change to be counted, the athlete 
must pull their face up to be level to their 
hands 
Test is terminated if: legs scissor (‘squeeze” 
with inner thighs), legs pump (bend and 
straighten to kick up), legs drop sigificantly 
below horizontal, or athlete ‘hangs’ with one 
or both arms straight, if athlete dismounts the 
rope, or time ends 

Goals B Goals A 
‐climbed to the 3 m mark 
‐time will be recorded  

‐climb to the 3m mark 
‐number of hand changes will be recorded 
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ODP Age 6 A & B – Physical Abilities 
STATION 13 

 
Shuttle Run 
(1min) 

Age 6  A&B 
‐ Test on sprung competition floor with 12mx12m boundary line 
‐5‐10 cm wide tape/velcro across ¼, ½, ¾ floor sections 
‐One gymnast/per assessor/per strip on floor permitted 
‐Gymnast lies on her stomach, level to the floor,hands and chin on line of floor, toes 
pointed under. If there is a lack of space/equipment in facility for gymnast to lie level 
with the floor in starting position, gymnastics may sit off the floor cross legged, with 
their hands on top of their knees to starting position instead 
‐Timer gives the command “Ready”, checking for athletes to be still in position (toes 
pointed, legs straight), followed immediately by the whistle as the “GO” signal 
‐Time starts when the whistle blows 
‐On the whistle, the gymnast stands up and runs to the opposite side of the floor and 
touches the boundary line, or on the floor past the line, with the fingers of one hand. 
She then runs back to the beginning boundary line and touches it (or past the boundary 
line on the floor) with the fingers of one hand 
‐Each touch of the end line counts as one line. It does not count if the athlete does not 
touch the line, or if she does not touch the floor past the line. Athlete is permitted to 
receive one warning first. Upon the 2nd time not touching, the line will not be counted 
‐At the end of the time, a loud whistle is sounded to end the exercise 
‐Athletes are to remain on their strip, in their spot, lightly jogging to cool down while 
their number is recorded 
‐Assistants are to be trained to recognized ¼. ½, ¾ lines and must take note at the 
whistle where each athlete is in order to be recorded correctly. An Assessor is to be at 
one end and an assistant at the other end. Coaches should not be used whenever 
possible. If they are required to count, then they are to count lines for a gymnast from 
another club 

Goals B Goals A 
‐12+ lines ‐14+ lines 
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Ontario Development Program Assessment Form for Coaches 
Age 6 “A” and “B” 

 
Gymnast Name: _________________________________        Club: ____________________________________ 
 
Competition: ____________________________________       Date: _______________________  
 

 Note:  Assessor results should be recorded in pen.                            Goals Achieved =  

 

1.Right Split  
 

        

2.Left Split  
 

        

Goals Front Leg 
Flat on Line 

Back Leg flat Pointed Feet 
 

Straight 
Knees 

Back Leg 
Straight 

Hip Slightly 
Square 

Hips Very 
Square 

Vertical 
Torso 

 

3.Middle Split  
 

        

Goals Cm from 
line? 

Goal of <5cm 
from line 
achieved? 

Flat Back Pointed Feet Straight 
Knees 

    

4. Pike Hip 
Flexion 

         

Goals Held for 10 
seconds 

Forehead 
touching 
knees 

Toes 
together 

3 – 4 fingers 
grabbing 
beam 

1-2 fingers 
grabbing 
beam 

Fingers not 
quite 
grabbing 

Wrist below 
top of beam 

Wrist above 
top of beam 

 

5. Long Bridge  
 

        

Goals Held for 5 
seconds 

Feet Flat Toes, knees 
and heels 
together 

Shoulders 
past wrist 

Shoulders in 
line with 
wrist 

Shoulders in 
front of wrist 

Locked 
elbows 

Locked knees Fingers 
facing 
towards feet 

6. Handstand 
Line and 
Balance 

      
 
“A” only 

   

Goals Time Held  Goal of 20 
seconds 
achieved? 

Excellent 
Body 
Alignment 

Good Body 
Alignment 

Poor Body 
Alignment 

Lever IN  Lever OUT Spotted 

7. Pike Hold  
 

        

Goals Time Held “B” goal of 
20 seconds 
achieved? 

“A” goal of 
30 seconds 
achieved? 

Straight tight 
legs 

Feet pointed 
and side by 
side 

    

8. Press and 
Hold 

         

Goals Time Held Goal of 10 
seconds 
achieved? 

Straight legs, 
feet pointed 

Round back 
and straight 
arms 

Held in Clear 
Straddle 

Held above 
Clear 
Straddle  

Held at 
Horizontal 

Held above 
Horizontal 

Held at or 
above 45* 

9. 20 m Sprint  
 

 
“B” only 

  
“A” only 

     

Goals Time Goal of 4.20  
Achieved  

Goal of 4.00 
Achieved 

    

10. Chin Ups  
“B” only 

 
 

    
“A” only 

   

Goals # Eyes at bar # Eyes above 
bar 

Goal of 5 
Achieved? 

  # Chin above 
bar 

Goal of 5 
Achieved? 

  

11. Leg Lifts  
“B” only 

 
 

 
“A” only 

      

Goals # above 
Horizontal 

# above  
45* 

     

12. Rope Climb   
“B” only 

 
 

  
 

“A” only     

Goals Distance 
Climbed 

Goal of 3 M  
Achieved? 

Time: 
 

Distance 
Climbed 

# of Hand 
Changes 

Goal of 3 M 
Achieved? 

 

13. Shuttle Run  
“B” only 

 
 

  
“A” only 

     

Goals # of Lines Goal of 12 
Achieved? 

#of Lines Goal of 14 
Achieved? 

   

A or B 
(please circle one) 
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                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 ≤6 cm 10 ≤4cm 10 ≥2cm 
9 7‐8cm 9 5‐6cm 9 3‐4cm 
8 9‐10cm 8 7‐8cm 8 5‐6cm 
7 11‐12cm 7 9‐10cm 7 7‐8cm 
6 13‐14cm 6 11‐12cm 6 9‐10cm 
5 15‐16cm 5 13‐14cm 5 11‐12cm 
4 17‐18cm 4 15‐16cm 4 13‐14cm 
3 19‐20cm 3 17‐18cm 3 15‐16cm 
2 21‐22cm 2 19‐20cm 2 17‐18cm 
1 ≥23cm 1 ≥21cm 1 ≥19cm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 FLEXIBILITY 

STATION 1 & 2 
 
Split Right 
and Split 
Left 

ODP 1-5 
Passive split on the floor on a line approx. 10 cm wide. One leg must be on the line, the other leg can 
be slightly off the line depending on the width of the hips 
‐Coach may assist athlete to get into position, but has 10 seconds before evaluation starts 
‐Athlete keeps both legs and torso over the line, square hips, square shoulders, torso vertical, back 
knee under, heel to ceiling, knees straight, feet pointed, arms out to side, or opposite arm in front 
and other arm to the side 
‐Coach is permitted to hold one hand for balance. Hold position without wavering in angle of split 
for 5 seconds. 
‐Assessor is on the side of the front leg (i.e. left leg in front, Assessor stands on gymnast’s left side) 
‐For gaps under hips, a measurement is taken with a 30 cm ruler from the gym suit seam under the 
front leg of the athlete and the floor 
‐Points are given for measurement (i.e. the smaller space, more points given) 
‐Points can be deducted for incorrect position 

DEDUCTIONS  
↑0.50          Hips unsquare (i.e. foot off line, knee/heel turned out) 
   0.10                                                              Shoulders unsquare (i.e. arms and shoulders not perpendicular to legs) 
   0.20 Torso not vertical (i.e. leaning forward) 
↑0.30 Knees bent (back leg must be absolutely straight/front leg no gap under knee) 
   0.05  Feet not tight (Achilles tendon at back of ankles must be rigid for pointed toes) 
   0.10   Unable to maintain steady balance (waivers) 
   0.10      Failure to hold for 5 seconds 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  

 FLEXIBILITY 
STATION 3 

 
Middle Splits 
 

ODP 1-5 
‐Place the flat ends of 2 boxes/blocks of equal length against a wall with space between them 
‐A “zero” line is made with tape or velcro at the other flat end of the boxes extending from one 
box to the other parallel to the wall i.e.    
 the “0” line in 1 cm increments moving away from the wall 
‐The athlete sits in straddle, facing the wall and places the inside of one ankle against the end of 
one box; the inside of the other ankle  
 has against the other box. She pushes/pulls in as far as she can go and tries to get to the “0” 
line 
‐There is 10 seconds given to assume the position. Hold for 5 seconds. 
‐Athlete remains sitting upright, and can use fingers on the floor behind their backs for balance 
‐Knees straight, feet pointed, hips tucked under. Coach may assist athlete to get into position, 
but may not hold athlete in position 
‐Points are given for measurement (i.e. the smaller the space‐closer to “0”, more points given) 
‐Points can be deducted for incorrect position 

DEDUCTIONS 
↑0.30 Knees bent (back of knees are to be flat on the floor) 
   0.05 Feet not tight (Achilles tendon at back of ankles must be rigid for pointed toes) 
   0.20 Incorrect body alignment (arched back, hips tilted forward) 
   0.10  Failure to hold for 5 seconds 

 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 ≤6 cm 10 ≤4cm 10 ≥2cm 
9 7‐8cm 9 5‐6cm 9 3‐4cm 
8 9‐10cm 8 7‐8cm 8 5‐6cm 
7 11‐12cm 7 9‐10cm 7 7‐8cm 
6 13‐14cm 6 11‐12cm 6 9‐10cm 
5 15‐16cm 5 13‐14cm 5 11‐12cm 
4 17‐18cm 4 15‐16cm 4 13‐14cm 
3 19‐20cm 3 17‐18cm 3 15‐16cm 
2 21‐22cm 2 19‐20cm 2 17‐18cm 
1 ≥23cm 1 ≥21cm 1 ≥19cm 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
HANDSTAND DEVELOPMENT 

STATION 4 
 
Handstand 
Line and 
Balance 

                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
‐Place a line with tape or velcro 
on the floor 10cm away from the 
wall. The outside edge of the line 
cannot be further than 10 cm 
-Athlete performs a handstand 
on the wall, stomach facing in. 
Heel of hands must be on a line 
or closer to the wall and 
shoulder width apart 
‐Time starts when athlete 
finishes walking into wall with 
hands, and closes legs together 
in handstand 

‐Against 2 boxes/blocks e.g. Trapezoid. Use 
the end of the boxes since the sides are 
angled, and place hands flat on floor, finger 
tips touching box- must touch box to start 
however, within 2 cm is acceptable. Long 
ponytails must be moved out of the way as 
to not interfere with fingers being within 2 
cm of the block 
‐Fingers bending, after start, to balance is 
okay. Opposite end of boxes should be 
against a wall to prevent sliding of the boxes 
‐Head only against box i.e. back and shoulders 
not touching Crown of head is generally the 
placement on the box. Ears between arms 
‐Eyes on hands “look through eyebrows” for 
neutral head position 

-Unassisted on the floor 
surface  
‐Eyes on hands “look through 
eyebrows” for neutral head 
position 

‐Coach may assist athlete to get into position  
‐Time starts when athlete closes legs together in handstand, and/or is still and/or when coaches let go of athlete if 
the athlete is being assisted 
‐Time ends when athlete steps down from handstand or falls over, or touches shoulder, back or rear on boxes 
‐No walking 
‐Hands must be shoulder width apart 
‐2nd attempt is permitted if the time is less than 10 seconds, Best time is recorded. Gymnast must perform their 
second attempt immediately 

 
 
 

 
 

DEDUCTIONS 

Gymnast receive score for time then decutions are applied 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 30 sec. 10 30 sec. 10 20 sec. 

↑0.30  Bent arms 9 25‐29 sec. 9 25‐29 sec. 9 17‐19sec. 
↑0.30  Bent legs 8 20‐24 sec. 8 20‐24 sec. 8 15‐16 sec. 
   
0.10 

Failure to lever in(Intermediate and Advanced Only) 7 15‐19 sec. 7 15‐19 sec. 7 13‐14 sec. 

6 11‐14 sec. 6 11‐14 sec. 6 11‐12 sec. 
   
0.10   

Failure to lever  out (Intermediate and Advanced 
Only) 

5 9‐10 sec. 5 9‐10 sec. 5 9‐10 sec. 

4 7‐8 sec. 4 7‐8 sec. 4 7‐8 sec. 

0.20 
Incorrect body alignment (straight line fingers to 
toes) 

3 5‐6 sec. 3 5‐6 sec. 3 5‐6 sec. 
2 3‐4 sec. 2 3‐4 sec. 2 3‐4 sec. 

0.05 Incorrect foot form 1 1‐2 sec. 1 1‐2 sec. 1 1‐2 sec. 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  

 FLEXIBILITY 
STATION 5 

 
Dynamic 
Press 

                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
‐Start in clear straddle 
support with hands flat on  
 the line, body 
perpendicular to angle 
guide 
-Press up to show a “lift” 
up from clear support 
‐Goal is to reach horizontal 
however, no deduction  
 if horizontal is not 
reached  
 
 

‐Start in clear straddle support with hands 
flat on  
 the line, body perpendicular to angle 
guide 
--Press up to show athlete’s HIPS in 
minimum  
  45° position (45°=hips at, or above 45° 
angle  
  to the floor), do not have to hold but 
must  
  ‘mark’ the position 
‐Goal is to reach open shoulder handstand  
  however, no deduction if it is not 
reached  

 ‐Start in clear straddle support with 
hands  
  flat on the line, body perpendicular 
to  
  angle guide 
--Press up to handstand. Athlete 
does not  
   have to hold, but must ‘mark’ the  
   position. Athlete must be within 
10° of  
   handstand to count the press, and  
   should strive for perfect handstand 
line each time 

‐Eyes should be on floor, fingers forward (slight turn out or in okay), flat back throughout, legs tight, elbows 
locked 
‐Back remains rounded throughout even if reaching full extension in shoulders 
‐Athlete will earn one point for pressing up and marking position, and earn one point for coming down with 
control and balance at the end i.e. A set of 
  5 presses up and down will earn 10 points 
‐No walking on hands permitted 
‐If rear, or toes touch before showing clear support sit, the ‘down’ point does not count 
‐2nd attempt is permitted to reach a maximum of 3 lifts 

DEDUCTIONS 
↑0.30  Bent legs 
↑0.30  Bent arms 
   0.20   Improper body alignment 
 ↑ 0.10   Foot/feet brush floor upon pressing 
   0.05  Incorrect foot form 

 
ODP 1-5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 

10 5 press up & 
down 

8 4 press up & 
down 

6 3 press up & 
down 

4 2 press up & 
down 

2 1 press up & 
down 

9 5 presses up 7 4 press up 5 3 press up 3 2 press up 1 1 press up 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 HANDSTAND DEVELOPMENT 

STATION 6 
Station 6 
 
Cast 

                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
From front support position, 
athlete attempts to cast to 
horizontal maintaining good 
body position 

From front support position, 
athlete attempts to cast to 45 
*maintaining good body 
position 

From front support position, 
athlete attempts to cast to 
handstand maintaining 
good body position 

Athlete can perform up to three (3) casts in which the highest will be considered for scoring. 

DEDUCTIONS 
↑0.30  Bent legs 

↑0.30  Bent arms 
   0.20  Improper body alignment 
   0.05  Incorrect foot form 

 ↑0.20  Leg separation 

 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 

10 
Cast to horizontal 

10 Cast to 45˚ ABOVE 
horizontal 

10 
Cast to handstand within 10˚ 

9  9  9  
8  8  8  
7 

10˚‐15˚ BELOW horizontal 
7 Between horizontal and 45˚ 

ABOVE horizontal 
7 

20˚‐30˚ from handstand 
6  6  6  
5 

Hips off bar with TIGHT BODY LINE 
5 

Cast to horizontal 
5 Between horizontal and 45˚ 

ABOVE horizontal 
4  4  4  
3 Hips off bar 3 Cast below horizontal 3 Cast to horizontal 
2  2    2 Cast below horizontal 
1  1    1  
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 HANDSTAND DEVELOPMENT 

STATION 7 
 
Pike Hold 

ODP 1-5 
 -On parallettes in pike position (parallettes must have adjustable width and may not be higher than 45 
cm from the floor) 
‐parallettes must have adjustable width, and have matting piled under so it is not higher than 45 cm from 
the top of the mat to the bar 
‐a vault hand‐mat is to be placed on top of the parallettes 
‐Gymnast starts with legs on mat (calves over mat), push up body and hold clear pike position‐ higher than 
pike (i.e. reaching ‘v‐hold’ position) is  
 encouraged but not required 
‐Straight knees, toes together and feet pointed 
‐Flat hands if on floor 
‐Heels cannot touch mat. Legs cannot touch arms 
‐Athlete is permitted 2 warnings for technical infractions i.e. touching mat, legs bent/apart. Third warning 
will terminate test 
‐Weight bearing on mat with heels will terminate test. A fall onto rear will terminate test. A significant 
change in body position will terminate test (large straddle or bend in knees) 
‐2nd attempts are permitted if athlete has not reached ½ of the maximum time.  
‐Best time is recorded 

DEDUCTIONS 

↑0.30  Knees bent 
↑0.20  Leg separation 
   .05  Incorrect foot form 

 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 ≥30 sec. 10 ≥45 sec. 10 ≥60 sec. 

9 25‐29 sec. 9 40‐44 sec. 9 55‐59 sec. 
8 20‐24 sec. 8 35‐39 sec. 8 50‐54 sec. 
7 15‐19 sec. 7 30‐34 sec. 7 45‐49 sec. 

6 10‐14 sec. 6 25‐29 sec. 6 40‐44 sec. 
5 9 sec. 5 20‐24 sec. 5 35‐39 sec. 

4 8 sec. 4 15‐19 sec. 4 30‐34 sec. 
3 7 sec. 3 10‐14 sec. 3 25‐29 sec. 
2 5‐6 sec. 2 5‐9 sec. 2 20‐24 sec. 

1 1‐4 sec. 1 1‐4 sec. 1 1‐19 sec. 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 STRENGTH, POWER and ENDURANCE 

STATION 8 
 
Chin Ups 

ODP 1-5 
‐ THE FOCUS IS ON PERFECT FORM, FULL RANGE OF MOTION AND CORRECT TECHNIQUE, rather than 
timed repetitions 
‐Long hang position with straight legs‐ no beat swing permitted. Coach can put the athlete in position, 
but is not permitted to create a wall or grab the athlete’s legs to stop or prevent the swing by pressing 
arms against athletes legs. 
‐Additional soft matting under the bar is strongly recommended. Matting should come close to the 
athlete’s feet without touching 
‐From hand in over grip, athletes attempt to pull chin over bar. ‐Legs must remain straight and 
together throughout. ‐Chin ups are to be performed CONSECUTIVELY one after the other with a 
maximum of 1secs in between each repetition 
‐If the athlete stops at any point for more than 1sec, their turn is done and no more chin ups will be 
counted 
‐Chin ups will NOT count if the athlete "beats" or swings into the chin up 

DEDUCTIONS to a maximum of 3.0 
0.10 Staggered arms per chin up (each time) 

↑0.30 Legs bent (each time up to a maximum of 1.0) 
↑0.20 Leg separated (each time up to a maximum of 1.0) 
↑0.50 Incorrect body alignment (each time up to a maximum of 2.5) 

 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 3 10 5 10 8 
9  9  9 7 
8  8 4 8 6 
7 2 7  7 5 
6  6 3 6  
5  5  5 4 
4  4 2 4 3 
3  3  3  
2 1 2 1 2 2 
1  1  1 1 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  

 STRENGTH, POWER and ENDURANCE 
STATION 9 

 
Reverse 
Leg Lifts 

                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
‐ Performed with straight legs only.  
‐Toes must start touching the bar, 
the hips/bum may come off the bar 
at the starting position 
 ‐lower the legs to 45˚ from the 
wall (vertical), LIGHTLY TAP the 
assessor's hand ‐ the hips/bum 
should come in contact with the 
wall/flat surface when lowering the 
legs down 
‐then lift the legs back to touch 
toes to the bar  
‐Both ankles/toes must touch the 
bar with the front of the foot for 
the repetition to count. 

‐Performed with straight legs only.  
‐Toes must start touching the bar, 
the hips/bum may come off the bar 
at the starting position 
‐lower to 85˚  from the wall (vertical) 
or to where the heels reach hip 
height, LIGHTLY TAP the assessor's 
hand ‐ the hips/bum should come in 
contact with the wall/flat surface 
when lowering the legs down 
‐then lift back to touch toes to the 
bar 
‐Both ankles/toes must touch the bar  
with the front of the foot for the 
repetition to count. 

‐Performed with straight legs only.  
‐Toes must start touching the bar, 
the hips/bum may come off the bar 
at the starting position 
‐lower to 85˚  from the wall (vertical) 
or to where the heels reach hip 
height, LIGHTLY TAP the assessor's 
hand ‐ the hips/bum should come in 
contact with the wall/flat surface 
when lowering the legs down 
‐then lift back to touch toes to the 
bar 
‐Both ankles/toes must touch the bar  
with the front of the foot for the 
repetition to count. 

‐ THE FOCUS IS ON PERFECT FORM, FULL RANGE OF MOTION AND CORRECT TECHNIQUE, rather than timed 
repetitions 
-The athlete's feet MUST touch the assessor's arm/hand AND lift back to touch the bar in order for the reverse 
leg lift to count 
-Athletes will receive 1 warning for "dropping" onto the assessors hand (i.e. allows their legs to drop heavily onto 
the assessors hand/arm rather than "tapping" the hand with good control If the athlete drops a third time, the 
reverse leg lift will not count, however they may continue to attempt reverse leg lifts as long as there is no pause 
longer than 1sec. 
‐Wall bars with a flat mat placed over rail where back touches. When athlete is hanging, their ears must not be able 
to go behind their arms, nor in front 
 of their arms. Their head must not be higher than the mat behind 
‐If no wall bars are available, clubs may use regular bars with secure blocks behind to show the correct hanging 
position described above. Their head  
 and elbows may not be higher than the blocks behind 
‐Padding on the top of feet is okay (e.g. wristband, thick socks etc.) 

DEDUCTIONS – to a maximum of  3.0 
↑0.30 Legs bent (each time) 
↑0.20 Leg for legs apart (each time) 

0.05 Incorrect foot form (each time) 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 5 10 8 10 12 
9  9 7 9 11 
8 4 8 6 8 10 
7  7 5 7 8‐9 
6 3 6  6 6‐7 
5  5 4 5 5 
4 2 4 3 4 4 
3  3 2 3 3 
2 1 2 1 2 2 
1  1  1 1 
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Reverse Leg Lifts Visual Guide - Remember, when lowering the legs, the hips/bum should contact the wall/flat surface 
(vertical line). 

 
ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  

 STRENGTH, POWER and ENDURANCE 
STATION 10 

 
Push 
Ups 
 

ODP 1-5 
‐ THE FOCUS IS ON PERFECT FORM, FULL RANGE OF MOTION AND CORRECT TECHNIQUE, rather than timed 
repetitions 
Before the athlete begins their push ups, they should lay flat on their stomach, with their finger tips 
in front of the 4"velcro or line with their hands turned slightly in and their thumbs touching the front 
of their shoulder/armpit to determine the width of their hand placement. 
Once hand placement has been determined, the athlete may get into the push‐up starting position.    
‐Athlete begins by starting in a front support position, with the finger tips at the edge of the line on 
the floor, with the shoulders directly on top of the wrists 
‐The push up should be performed as an ENTIRE BODY MOVMENT lowering down, and lifting up (not 
just the chest and upper body dropping down)  
‐ As the athlete lowers down, the elbows AIM to go straight out to the sides from the shoulders 
(parallel to the line on the floor), HOWEVER the focus is on lowering and raising with good body 
alignment and NOT on shoulder/arm angle 
-NO TRICEP PUSH UPS 
‐The chin MUST touch the line in front of the fingers for the push up to count! 
‐Push ups are to be performed CONSECUTIVELY one after the other, with a maximum of 1sec. in 
between each repetition 
‐If the athlete rests for longer than 1sec, their turn is done, and no more push ups will be counted. 

DEDUCTIONS to a maximum of 3.0 
0.10 Knees bent 
0.10 Failure to keep head neutral 

↑0.50 Incorrect body alignment (each time up to a maximum of 2.5) (arched back) 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 5 10 10 10 15 
9  9 9 9 14 
8 4 8 8 8 12‐13 
7  7 7 7 11‐10 
6 3 6 6 6 9 
5  5 5 5 8 
4 2 4 4 4 6‐7 
3  3 3 3 4‐5 
2 1 2 2 2 2‐3 
1  1 1 1 1 
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Setting up the correct shoulder-width for the athlete, before beginning their push ups. 
                                                               

 
The shoulders should be directly on top of the hands at the beginning and end of each push up (in front support). 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Incorrect front support position to start push                             Incorrect front support position to start push  
ups: shoulders too far forward                                                       ups: shoulder too far back  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The chin must touch the line for the push up to count.  
Finger tips behind the line. Arms/elbows are almost parallel with the line. Head and eyes are up looking straight 

ahead. Back should be round/flat, bum squeezed, knees straight throughout the entire push up! 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 STRENGTH, POWER and ENDURANCE 

STATION 11 
 
Rope 
Climb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
‐Task: 2 rope climbs (total 5 m) in 45 
sec. or less 
‐Start with one hand on the 0m. 
Athlete’s other hand may be free, or 
above “0” line. Time starts when 
athlete pulls herself up with arms, and 
lifts herself from sitting position 
‐If there is a knot, athlete can use knot 
with their feet to start the climb once 
they have pulled themselves up. Climb 
using hand over hand (alternating 
pulling arm is ideal), and pushing with 
feet (one foot in front, and one foot on 
the back of the rope is ideal) 
‐Time starts when the athlete lifts off 
the mat/box.  Time ends at 45 sec. or 
when the athlete reaches the top 
whichever is first 
‐Top (3m) is reached when the 
athletes face is equal to the mark 3m 
line 
‐Score is determined when the max 
time ends, or the highest point the 
athlete reaches before dismounting 
the rope 
‐Meters are accumulated by climbing 
up i.e. first 3m is achieved during first 
rope climb, 4m, and 5m are achieved 
during the second climb 
‐Athlete must touch the “0” line with 
BOTH feet and their face must be 
lower than the “1” m mark  in order to 
begin next ascent.  
-Hands must go below the 1m mark 
‐It is recommended that the 
Assessor/Coach have their hands on 
the ‘0’ line and have the athlete touch 
the hand with both feet 
‐Test is terminated if the athlete 
dismounts the rope 

‐Task: hand changes without 
using legs 
‐Climb using hand over hand, 
with legs in straddle‐ pike, or 
pike position. Legs must be 
clear of the  
 rope 
‐Assessor counts OUT LOUD 
total number hand changes to 
determine score. First count is 
the first  
 hand change and pull AFTER 
both hands are on the rope 
‐For the hand change to be 
counted, the athlete must pull 
their face up to be level to their 
hands. If  
 an athlete performs a hand 
change without face reaching 
her hands, the change does not 
count 
‐Score is determined when she 
has performed 20 pulls OR has 
reached the top (athlete’s face 
is equal to the marked 3m line) 
prior to doing 20 pulls 
Test is terminated if:  
‐ legs scissor (“squeeze” with 
inner thighs) 
‐ legs pump (bend and 
straighten to  
 kick up) 
‐legs drop significantly below 
horizontal, or athlete ‘hangs’ 
with one or both arms straight 
 ‐if athlete dismounts rope 
‐if the athlete pauses or stops 
for longer than 1 sec. 
‐Deductions for poor technique 
will be applied 

‐Task: 3m in 10 sec. or less 
without using legs 
‐ Climb using hand over hand, 
with legs in  
 straddle‐pike, or pike position. 
Legs must be clear  
 of the rope 
‐Time starts when the athlete 
lifts off the mat/box.  
 Time ends at 10 sec. or when 
the athlete reaches 
 the top whichever is first 
‐The top (3m) is reached when 
the athlete’s face is  
 equal to the marked 3m line 
‐Score is determined when the 
max time ends, or 
 the highest point the athlete 
reached with their face 
 equal to a marked line at the 
end of the time 
‐ Test is terminated if:  
‐ legs scissor (“squeeze” with 
inner thighs) 
‐ legs pump (bend and 
straighten to  
 kick up) 
‐legs drop significantly below 
horizontal, or athlete ‘hangs’ 
with one or both arms straight 
 ‐if athlete dismounts rope 
‐if the athlete pauses or stops 
for longer than 1 sec. 
‐Meters are accumulated by 
climbing up only 
‐Deductions for poor technique 
will be applied 

‐ Sit on a mat, or on a box on top of mat(s) in straddle position.  If the rope has a knot, it should be below the 
box/mat if possible                   
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                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 
Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 5.0 m 10 ≥20 hand changes, or 3 m in ≤20 pulls 10 3.0 m in 10 sec or less 

9 4.50 m 9 18‐19 hand changes 9 2.75 m 
8 4.0 m 8 15‐17 hand changs 8 2.50 m 
7 3.50 m 7 14 hand changes 7 2.25 m 

6 3.0 m 6 13 hand changes 6 2.0 m 
5 2.50 m 5 12 hand changes 5 1.75 m 
4 2.0 m 4 10‐11 hand changes 4 1.50 m 

3 1.50 m 3 7‐9 hand changes 3 1.25 m 
2 1.0 m 2 4‐6 hand changes 2 1.0 m 

1  1 1‐3 hand changes 1 ≤0.50 m 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rope 
Climb 
Cont'd 

DEDUCTIONS  
Intermediate and Advanced Only 

↑0.30 Legs below horizontial 
↑0.30 1 or both legs  bent 
↑0.20 Incorrect body alignment (scissoring, uneven legs) 
0.05 For each stop (1sec. or more) 
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ODP Age 7+ - Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced  
 STRENGTH, POWER and ENDURANCE 

STATION 12 
 
 
Shuttle Run 

ODP 1-5 
‐ Test on sprung competition floor with 12mx12m boundary line 
‐5‐10 cm wide tape/velcro across ¼, ½, ¾ floor sections 
‐One gymnast/per assessor/per strip on floor permitted 
‐Gymnast lies on her stomach, level to the floor,hands and chin on line of floor, toes pointed under. If there is a 
lack of space/equipment in facility for gymnast to lie level with the floor in starting position, gymnastics 
gymnasts may sit off the floor cross legged, with their hands on top of their knees to for starting position 
instead 
‐Timer gives the command “Ready”, checking for athletes to be still in position (toes pointed, legs straight), 
followed immediately by the whistle as the “GO” signal 
‐Time starts when the whistle blows 
‐On the whistle, the gymnast stands up and runs to the opposite side of the floor and touches the boundary 
line, or on the floor past the line, with the fingers of one hand. She then runs back to the beginning boundary 
line and touches it (or past the boundary line on the floor) with the fingers of one hand 
‐Each touch of the end line counts as one line. It does not count if the athlete does not touch the line, or if she 
does not touch the floor past the line. Athlete is permitted to receive one warning first. Upon the 2nd time not 
touching, the line will not be counted 
‐At the end of the time, a loud whistle is sounded to end the exercise 
‐Athletes are to remain on their strip, in their spot, lightly jogging to cool down while their number is 
recorded 
‐Assistants are to be trained to recognize ¼. ½, ¾ lines and must take note at the whistle where each athlete is 
in order to be recorded correctly. An Assessor is to be at one end and an assistant at the other end. Coaches 
should not be used whenever possible. If they are required to count, then they are to count lines for a gymnast 
from another club                                                                               

Beginner‐ 60 seconds 
Intermediate‐ 60 seconds 

Advance‐ 90 seconds 
 
 
 
 
 

Shuttle Run Goals for each level 
                ODP 1-2            ODP 3-4            ODP 5 

Pts. Standard Pts. Standard Pts. Standard 
10 ≥15 10 ≥16 10 ≥24 
9 14.5‐14.75 9 15.5‐15.75 9 23.5‐23.75 
8 14‐14.25 8 15‐15.25 8 23‐23.25 
7 13.5‐13.75 7 14.5‐14.75 7 22.5‐22.75 
6 13‐13.25 6 14‐14.25 6 22‐22.25 
5 12.5‐12.75 5 13.5‐13.75 5 21.5‐21.75 
4 12‐12.25 4 13‐13.25 4 21‐21.25 
3 11.5‐11.75 3 12.5‐12.75 3 20.5‐20.75 
2 11‐11.25 2 12‐12.25 2 20‐20.25 
1 ≤10.75 1 ≤11.75 1 ≤19.75 
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VI)   TECHNICAL CHARTS – SKILLS 
 
7yrs+ ‐ ODP1‐5 
 
The skills portion of the ODP program encourages both participation and skill development for our younger 
athletes.  It should challenge and prepare them for the OCP program based on the USAG Junior Olympic 
program.   
 
**NOTE: Some of the skill descriptions indicate that athletes are to perform a skill "with assistance", 
meaning with spot.  This was to encourage a higher skill level, while still maintaining safety as a TOP 
priority for these younger athletes.   
 
For skills that DO NOT indicate "assistance" or "spotting", a 0.50 deduction will be taken from the 
athlete's score if a coach assists or spots. 
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VAULT 
NOTE** If a coach spots, touches or assists an athlete at any point during skills that do not indicate assistance, the 
athlete will receive a 0.50 deduction. 

 
NOTE For STICK DRILL jumps, arms are to be STRAIGHT at the HEIGHT of the jump otherwise a bent arm 
deduction of ↑0.30 may be applied, HOWEVER the position of the arms is optional. 
 
ODP 1 - VAULT  
 

1. Stretch jump ‐ Short run approach of 7‐9 steps before executing a hurdle and rebound from the 
board. The body should be tight with the abdominals in, to execute a stretch jump to land on 40 cm 
stacked mats, while maintaining a straight‐hollow body position. Land in demi‐plié. Arms lift to high 
on the jump. Optional arm position for the arms on landing.  
 

2. Stick drill ‐ Push off the 50cm (max 60cm) block, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles 
and toes with the legs together, before bringing the knees up to a minimum of 90˚with the heels 
close to but not touching the buttocks to execute a TUCK JUMP. During the jump, the inner thighs 
should press together. Land on both feet in simultaneously in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls 
of the feet to lower heels on the mat.   
 

STRETCH JUMP 
Approach‐ Failure to maintain horizontal running speed to the board 
                  ‐ Excessive forward/backward lean of body upon board contact 
                  ‐ Additional jumps on the board (double bouncing) each bounce 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 
  0.30 

Stretch Jump From Board to Mat 
                  ‐ Failure to maintain a stretched body position during the jump: 
                     Pike, tuck or arch 
                  ‐ Failure to land in demi‐plié position 
                  ‐ Insufficient hip height 
General 
                  ‐ Bent legs 
                  ‐ Bent arms 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 

 
 

↑0.30 
   0.10 

↑0.30 
 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 
   0.05 

0.80 
1.50 

STICK DRILL - TUCK JUMP 
                   ‐ Failure to maintain tuck position 
General 
                   ‐ Body Alignment 
                    Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                   ‐ Leg Separation 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                   ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
Landing 
                   ‐ Deep squat on landing 
                   ‐ Hop, step or small foot adjustment 
 
                   ‐ Fall/hand support on mat 
                   ‐ Failure to land feet closed 

↑ 0.30 
 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 
   0.05 

0.80 
1.50 

 
↑ 0.30 

0.10each 
↑0.40 

0.50 
↑0.10 
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ODP  2 - VAULT 
 

1. Jump to handstand onto a raised mat surface 40cm; fall to flat back ‐  Short run approach of 7‐9 
steps before executing a hurdle onto the board. Punch off the board. As a continuation of the 
hurdle arm swing, reach for the 40 cm mat stack. Keep the body extended, rotating to an inverted 
position by driving the heels back and up, landing in a handstand position with straight arms, 
extending through the shoulders, the head remains neutral with focus on the hands. Maintain a 
STRAIGHT LYING POSITION ON THE BACK. 
Note: Repulsion from the hands is not required and there is no deduction for repulsion.  
 

2. Stick drill - straddle jump ‐ In demi‐plié push off the 50cm (max 60cm) block extending the legs 
through the hips, knees, ankles and toes to execute a STRADDLE JUMP with a minimum of 120° leg 
separation. During the jump the gymnast should show good turnout with the knees facing up to the 
ceiling. (The jump may be a side‐split jump or a straddle‐pike jump.) Land on both feet side‐by‐side 
in demi‐ plié to STICK.  

 
JUMP TO HANDSTAND ONTO RAISED MAT SURFACE 
                  ‐ Head contact to mat 
                  ‐ Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips   
                    (performing a forward roll action) 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General   
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
Fall To Flat Back 
                  ‐ Failure to finish in a straight lying position on the back 

 0.50 
  

 ↑0.50 
↑0.30 

0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.80 
1.50 

 
0.50 

STICK DRILL - STRADDLE JUMP 
General 
                   ‐ Body alignment 
                   ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                   ‐ Bent legs 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
 
Landing    
                   ‐ Deep squat on landing  
                   ‐ Hop, step or small foot adjustment 
 
                   ‐ Fall/hand support on mat 
                   ‐ Failure to land feet closed 

 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.80 
1.50 

 
↑0.30  

0.10 each  
↑0.40 

 
0.50 

↑0.10 
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ODP 3 - VAULT   
 

1. Jump to handstand onto a higher, raised mat surface (60cm); fall to flat back ‐ Short run approach 
of 9‐11 steps before executing a hurdle onto the board. Punch off the board. As a continuation of 
the hurdle arm swing, reach for the mat stack. Keep the body extended, rotating to an inverted 
position by driving the heels back and up, landing in a handstand position. Maintain a straight‐
hollow body position with legs together and hips extended. Repulsion from hands is not required, 
however if there is a repulsion resulting in the gymnast landing on the feet first, she must return to 
a straight flat back position to receive no penalty. 
 

2. Stick drill - jump half (180˚) turn ‐  Standing on the 50cm (max 60cm) block facing out away from 
the block, in demi‐plié push off the block extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles and 
toes to execute a STRETCH JUMP 1/2 (180˚) TURN. Land on both feet side‐by‐side in demi‐ plié to 
STICK facing back towards the block.  

 
JUMP TO HANDSTAND ONTO RAISED MAT SURFACE (60CM) 
                  ‐ Head contact to mat 
                  ‐ Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips 
(performing a forward roll action) 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
Fall To Flat Back 
                  ‐ Failure to finish in a straight lying position on the back 

0.50  
 

↑ 0.50 
↑0.30 

0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.80 
1.50 

 
0.50 

STICK DRILL - JUMP HALF (180˚) TURN 
General deductions 
                   ‐ Incomplete or overturn 
                   ‐ Body Alignment 
                   ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                   ‐ Legs bent 
                   ‐ Arms bent 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
Landing 
                   ‐ Deep squat on landing 
                   ‐ Hop, step or small foot adjustment 
 
                   ‐ Fall/hand support on mat 
                   ‐ Failure to land feet closed     

 
↑0.10 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.80 
1.50 

 
↑0.30 

0.01each 
↑0.40 

0.50 
↑0.10 
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ODP 4 - VAULT 
 

1. Front handspring to flat back onto raise mat surface (80cm). A combination of resi mats, 20cm, 
10cm and/or 5cm mats will be stacked to the height of 80cm (+/‐ 3‐5cms). Each athlete will use the 
same configuration of mats, once it has been set up.  
A strong, even run approach of approximately 9‐11 steps, accelerating to the hurdle onto the board. 
Punch off the board. As a continuation of the hurdle arm swing, to reach for the vault. Keep the 
body extended, rotating to an inverted position by driving the heels back and up, landing in a 
handstand position. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position with legs together and hips extended. 
Land in a straight flat back position on the stacked mats behind and up to the height of the vault. 
Repulsion from hands is not required, however if there is a repulsion resulting in the gymnast 
landing on the feet first, she must return to a straight flat back position to receive no penalty. 
Landing on a straight flat back.  
 

2. Stick drill - Forward salto tucked from board ‐ Short run of 4‐6 steps before executing a hurdle onto 
the board. Rebound from the board. The body should be tight with the abdominals in, initiating a 
stretch jump before lifting the hips backward and upward, rounding the back and bending the knees 
to rotate forward and executing a FORWARD SALTO TUCKED.  Extend the hips and legs prior to 
landing. Land on the 20cm in demi‐plié.  
 
FRONT HANDSPRING ONTO RAISED MAT SURFACE (80CM) 
                  ‐ Head contact to mat 
                  ‐ Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips   
                    (performing a forward roll action) 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form  
Fall To Flat Back 
                  ‐ Failure to finish in a straight lying position on the back 

0.50 
 

↑0.50 
↑0.30 

0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 

0.50 
FORWARD SALTO TUCKED 
General   
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                 ‐ Insufficient tuck position 
                   ‐ Insufficient hip height (amplitude)  
                   ‐ Incorrect direction 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 
Landing 
                   ‐ Deep squat on landing 
                   ‐ Hop, step or small foot adjustment 
                   
                   ‐ Fall/hand support on mat 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 

0.10each  
↑0.40 

0.50 
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ODP 5 - VAULT 
 

1. Front handspring to flat back onto stacked mats (1 meter). A combination of resi mats, 20cm, 
10cm and/or 5cm mats will be stacked to the height of 1 meter (+/‐ 3‐5cms). Each athlete will use 
the same configuration of mats, once it has been set up. A strong, even run approach of 
approximately 9‐11 steps, accelerating to the hurdle onto the board. Punch off the board. As a 
continuation of the hurdle arm swing, to reach for the vault. Keep the body extended, rotating to an 
inverted position by driving the heels back and up, landing in a handstand position. Maintain a 
straight‐hollow body position with legs together and hips extended. Land on a straight flat back on 
the stacked mats behind and up to the height of the vault. Repulsion from hands is not required, 
however if there is a repulsion resulting in the gymnast landing on the feet first, she must return to 
a straight flat back position to receive no penalty. Landing on a straight flat back.  

 
2. Advanced vault drill - Beat board in front of a 50cm block with 2 ‐20cm mats and 1‐10cm mat 

stacked behind the block.  
 
Choice between: 
a.   Half-on  - A strong, even run approach of approximately 9‐11 steps, accelerating to the hurdle 
onto the board. Punch off the board. As a continuation of the hurdle arm swing, to reach for the 
50cm block. Keep the body extended, rotating to an inverted position by driving the heels back and 
up, and the body turns 90˚, with a minimum of a 1/4 turn onto the block, landing in a handstand 
position. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position with legs together and hips extended to execute 
the HALF‐ON. After the feet back pass through vertical, turn 90˚. Push explosively off the block with 
the arms and shoulders while simultaneously snapping the legs down and under to land on both 
feet simultaneously on the stacked mats in an upright hollow body position. 

  
OR 

 
 b.  Yurchenko drill to Flat Back onto 1m height (round-off onto board - punch to land flat back) - A 
short run approach of 5‐7 steps and hurdle. Lift the rear leg backward‐upward maintaining a straight 
line from the hands, torso, and the rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering 
action, lifting the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lower.  Place the hands on the hand‐mat in 
front of the board and the body turns 90°. The first hand turns sideways on the mat, the second 
hand is placed with the fingers pointing towards the first hand. Both hands should be in a straight 
line directly 
 in front of the support foot. Simultaneously kick the support leg backward‐upward overhead, 
passing through a brief sideward straddled handstand to execute a ROUND‐OFF onto the board. 
After the feet pass through vertical, turn 90° and join the legs. Push explosively off of the hand‐mat 
with the arms and shoulders while simultaneously snapping the legs down and under to land on 
both feet on top of the board in an upright hollow‐body position. Immediately REBOUND with a 
stretched body leaning backwards, hands leading, head neutral to land on flat back onto raised mat 
surface. ARMS: High throughout the stretch jump and flat back landing. 
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  ODP 5 - VAULT CONTINUED  
FRONT HANDSPRING WITH VAULT AT 1 METER 
                  ‐ Head contact to mat 
                  ‐ Failure to show an inverted vertical position from hands to hips    
                   (performing a forward roll action) 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                 ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
Fall To Flat Back 
                   ‐ Failure to finish in a straight lying position on the back 

0.50 
 

↑0.50 
↑0.30 

0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 

0.50 
HALF-ON OVER 50CM BLOCK 
                  ‐ Insufficient turn onto box (less than 1/4 turn on) 
                  ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                  ‐ Deviation from a straight line 
                  ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                  ‐ Failure to land on feet first  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.30 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 
0.80 
1.50 

YURCHENKO DRILL 
                  ‐ Body alignment in stretch jump 
                  ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                  ‐ Deviation from a straight line 
                  ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Legs separated 
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                   ‐ Failure to finish in a straight lying position on the back 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.30 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 
0.80 
1.50 
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BARS 
NOTE** If a coach spots, touches or assists an athlete at any point during skills that do not indicate assistance, the 
athlete will receive a 0.50 deduction. 
 
ODP 1 - BARS ODP 1 
 

1. Pullover and roll out ‐ Begin either standing on the floor, or on a 30cm block. Grasp the low bar 
with an overgrip, hands shoulder‐width apart. Lift both legs upward and over the low bar while 
pulling with flexed arms. Continue to lift the hips over the bar to execute the BACK HIP PULLOVER 
MOUNT. Shift the hands to the top of the bar, straightening the arms, to arrive in an extended front 
support. Maintain straight legs and a neutral head position throughout. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Simultaneous lifts of both legs straight and finish with straight. Then straight‐
arm roll out forward to controlled "L" hang. 
 

2. Single leg cut forward ‐ Shift weight to the Left arm and lift the Right leg over the bar (OR REVERSE). 
As the leg swings over the bar, release the Right hand and re‐grasp the bar outside the Right leg to 
execute a SINGLE LEG CUT FORWARD. Finish in a stride support in overgrip and hold 2 secs. 
Maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Straight‐arms and legs; legs stays free of bar as leg cut action occurs.  
 

3. Beat swings - Begin from a straight body hang on the  high bar, perform 5 BEAT SWINGS beginning 
with the arched position and with re‐grasp at the top of the back swing, keeping the head neutral 
through the sequence of swings. 
 
PULLOVER TO SHOW FRONT SUPPORT, ROLL OUT TO SHOW "L" HANG 
                         ‐ Failure to lift both legs from both feet simultaneously (1‐foot take‐               
                           off) 
                         ‐ Supplemental support (chin resting on bar prior to lift) 
                         ‐ Failure to finish in extended front position 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element)                          
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                         ‐ Arms bent on roll out 
                         ‐ Failure to complete the pullover/Fall 

 
0.30 
0.30 

↑0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 
   0.05 
↑0.30 

0.50 
SINGLE LEG CUT FORWARD TO FINISH IN STRIDE SUPPORT 
                         ‐ Leg/foot contacting bar on cut 
                         ‐ Failure to show hold stride support for 2secs 
                            (if held 1sec, will only take 0.10) 
                         ‐ Lack of control in regrasp 
                         ‐ Body alignment  
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                        ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                         ‐ Failure to complete the single leg cut/Fall 

0.20each 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.20 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 
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ODP 1 - BARS CONTINUED 
5 BEAT SWINGS 
                         ‐ Body alignment forward and backward (excessive pike in front, 
                           not enough shoulder extension in back) 
                         ‐ Failure to keep head neutral 
Rhythm & Dynamics of swing 
                         ‐ Failure to show a smooth, flowing swing (shows           
                            jerking/stopping)     
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element)                         
‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form  

   
↑0.20each  

0.10 
 

 
↑0.20 

0.20each  
↑0.6max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 
ODP 2 - BARS 
 

1. Single leg basket - From a stride support, press the bar downward and lift the body upward off the 
bar to a clear stride support position. Lean the shoulders to initiate a fall backward to execute a 
SINGLE LEG BASKET SWING. At the end of the backward pendulum swing, reverse directions and 
swing forward and upward, pull downward on the bar while maintaining straight arms and legs. As 
the swing nears completion, shift the hands to the top of the bar to finish in a clear stride support 
(HOOKING THE KNEE IS ALSO ACCEPTABLE).  
NOTE: If the gymnast falls backward or forward from a support position to end in a hang, either 
from the hands or the hands and knee, it is considered a FALL. Do not deduct for any extra pump 
swings taken to enable the gymnast to return to stride support. The coach may, without penalty for 
a spot, assist the gymnast from this hanging position to return to the support position in order to 
continue the exercise. 
 

2. Glide swing - Jump from 30cm block from both feet, lifting hips backward‐upward to grasp the low 
bar with an overgrip, hands shoulder‐width apart. Maintain a hollow‐piked body position with the 
legs straight and the head neutral. With the legs together (piked), swing the body forward. At the 
completion of the forward GLIDE SWING, the legs are together and the hips are fully extended. 
Reverse the GLIDE AND SWING backward with legs together and the feet off the floor. The glide 
swing is completed by the hips moving backward and upward to a hollow‐piked body position. At 
the completion of the backward swing, the feet should return to the block. 
 

3. Beat swing to underswing to counterswing - Begin from a straight body hang on the high bar. 
Beginning with the arched position, perform three beat swings. On the third beat swing, pike toes 
up to bar and shoot the toes and hips up.  As the hips rise completely open the shoulder angle while 
pressing the bar backward to execute the UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position, 
with the arms and legs straight and the head neutral throughout. More emphasis should be placed 
on the correct body position than the height of the under swing. Continue to press the bar 
backward. Swing downward, leading slightly with the heels to execute a COUNTERSWING. Maintain 
this slight heel drive through vertical (under the bar) at which point the body is shortened by pulling 
downward on the bar and lifting the hips backward‐upward to a hollow body position with the legs 
together. Release the bar at the top of the counterswing and land in demi‐plié. 
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SINGLE LEG BASKET SWING WITH OR WITHOUT "HOOKING" THE LEG 
                         ‐ Failure to show clear stride support at start and finish of the  
                           basket swing (hold 2secs) 
                         ‐ Failure to finish in control 
                         ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
                         ‐ Body alignment 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing (hands do not shift on top of  
                         bar to finish) 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Leg bent (non‐hooking leg) 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                         ‐ Fall on/off the apparatus 

 
↑0.20 each 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.20 

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

GLIDE SWING AND RETURN 
                         ‐ Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing 
ODP 2 - BARS CONTINUED 
                         ‐ Insufficient extension at end of glide swing 
                         ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
                         ‐ Body alignment jumping to and grasping the bar 
                        ‐ Body alignment on back swing 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing BEFORE FEET LAND ON BLOCK          
 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form   
                         ‐ Releasing the bar before completing the full back swing (fall)  

0.10    
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.20 

0.20 
 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

3 BEAT SWINGS TO PIKE TOES UP AND OUT, JUMP DOWN AT BACK 
                         ‐ Body alignment forward and backward (excessive pike in front,  
                            not enough shoulder extension in back) 
                         ‐ Failure to keep head neutral 
Rhythm & Dynamics of swing 
                          ‐ Failure to show a smooth, flowing swing (shows  
                             jerking/stopping) 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element)                         
‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form      
                         ‐ Releasing the bar before completing the full back swing (fall)  

   
↑0.20each 

0.10 
 

 
↑0.20 

0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 
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ODP 3 - BARS 
 

1. Assisted squat-on - From front support, CAST with straight arms and legs together. Bend the legs 
and place the balls of the feet on the bar between the hands in a tuck or a pike position to execute a 
SQUAT. POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Straight‐arms with good control and rounded body position. 
 

2. Tuck-swing to assisted glide kip and front hip circle ‐ Jump from both feet, lifting the hips 
backward‐upward to grasp the low bar with an overgrip, hands shoulder‐width apart. Perform a 
TUCK SWING to create a strong dynamic swing forward, then return to hollow body position and 
straighten the legs at the back of the swing and regrasp. Maintain a hollow body position with the 
legs extended and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with the legs together. At the 
completion of the forward glide swing, the legs are together and the hips are fully extended. Quickly 
lift the feet to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While pulling 
downward shift the hands to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body 
slightly piked), shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs 
throughout. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Complete extension of glide and maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
THEN 
Press down against the bar, extending the body until the thighs touch the bar. Lift the heels to 
initiate the fall forward, maintaining a straight‐hollow body position (no arch). Continue to lift the 
heels as the body pikes quickly to circle the bar, executing a FRONT HIP CIRCLE. A slight arm bend 
during the circle is acceptable. As the circle nears completion, shift the hands to the top of the bar, 
straightening the arms to finish in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly 
piked). Maintain straight legs and a neutral head position throughout. 
*NOTE - The tuck swing and the front hip circle are in place for content and developmental 
purposes only. They will NOT be evaluated but MUST BE PERFORMED! 
 

3. 3 beat swings & 3 long swings - Begin from a straight body hang on the high bar. Beginning with 
the arched position, perform three beat swings. On the third beat swing, pike toes up to bar and 
shoot the toes and hips up.  As the hips rise completely open the shoulder angle while pressing the 
bar backward to execute the UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position, with the 
arms and legs straight and the head neutral throughout. More emphasis should be placed on the 
correct body position than the height of the under swing. Continue to press the bar backward. 
Swing downward, leading slightly with the heels to execute a COUNTERSWING. Maintain this slight 
heel drive through vertical (under the bar) at which point the body is shortened by pulling 
downward on the bar and lifting the hips backward‐upward to a hollow body position with the legs 
together. Maintain the hollow body position as the body begins the downward‐forward swing. As 
the feet pass the low bar, relax the hollow body position to a slight arch. Maintain the position 
through vertical (under the bar) and aggressively kick forward‐upward with the legs/feet together 
to execute a TAP SWING FORWARD with a hollow body position, finishing with the feet at the level 
of the high bar. Repeat counterswing, tap swing forward 2 more times. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Show arch at bottom of swing and good body position on forward swing. 

 
ASSISTED SQUAT ON 
                         ‐ Alternate foot placement 
                         ‐ Insufficient backward swing (only lifts hips, no heels up) 
                         ‐ Failure to show controlled stretch jump off bar 
                         ‐ Foot adjustments on the bar 
 
 
 

0.20 
0.05 
0.10 

0.10 ea   
↑0.40 
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ODP 3 - BARS CONTINUED 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Leg separation 
                        ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                        ‐ Assistance to prevent fall 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 

0.05 
0.50 

TUCK SWING - GLIDE KIP WITH SPOT - FRONT HIP CIRCLE 
                         ‐ Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing 
                         ‐ Insufficient extension at end of glide swing 
                         ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position  
                         ‐ Body alignment on back swing 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of tuck swing 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)        
                  *this includes not performing the tuck swing and the front hip circle, 
even though they are not being evaluated  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form        
                         ‐ Failure to complete the glide kip (fall)  

0.10    
↑0.20 

0.10 
   ↑0.20 

0.20 
 

0.80 
 
 

1.50 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

3 BEAT SWINGS TO 3 LONG SWINGS 
Beat Swing 
                         ‐ Body alignment forward and backward (excessive pike in front,  
                            not enough shoulder extension in back) 
                         ‐ Failure to keep head neutral 
Rhythm & Dynamics of swing 
                          ‐ Failure to show a smooth, flowing swing (shows jerking/stopping) 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
Long Swings 
                          ‐ Failure to attain straight‐hollow position on upswing with feet  
                             at height of bar 
                          ‐ Failure to show slight arch at bottom of downswing 
                         ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form  

    
 

↑0.20 each 
0.10 

 
↑0.20 

0.20each 
↑0.60max 

 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

0.20each 
↑0.60max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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ODP 4 - BARS ODP 4 
 

1. Glide kip ‐ Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward‐upward to grasp the low bar with an 
overgrip, hands shoulder‐width apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs extended and 
the head neutral. Swing the body forward with the legs together. At the completion of the forward 
glide swing, the legs are together and the hips are fully extended. Quickly lift the feet to the bar and 
pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While pulling downward shifts the hands 
to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), shoulders 
forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Complete extension of glide and maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
 

2. 2 beat swings & 2 long swings to pull-over - Begin from a straight body hang on the high bar. 
Beginning with the arched position, perform two beat swings. On the second beat swing, pike toes 
up to bar and shoot the toes and hips up.  As the hips rise completely open the shoulder angle while 
pressing the bar backward to execute the UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position, 
with the arms and legs straight and the head neutral throughout. More emphasis should be placed 
on the correct body position than the height of the under swing. Continue to press the bar 
backward. Swing downward, leading slightly with the heels to execute a COUNTERSWING. Maintain 
this slight heel drive through vertical (under the bar) at which point the body is shortened by pulling 
downward on the bar and lifting the hips backward‐upward to a hollow body position with the legs 
together. Maintain the hollow body position as the body begins the downward‐forward swing. As 
the feet pass the low bar, relax the hollow body position to a slight arch. Maintain the position 
through vertical (under the bar) and aggressively kick forward‐upward with the legs/feet together 
to execute a TAP SWING FORWARD with a hollow body position, finishing with the feet at the level 
of the high bar. Repeat counterswing, tap swing forward, counter swing again, and then tap swing 
forward and continue to toes and hips up and over the bar into a pullover with straight elbows, and 
finish in front support. 
 

3. Back hip circle to clear underswing - Begin in front support and execute a CAST. Immediately 
following the cast, as the hips return to the bar, lean the shoulders backward, causing the body to 
circle backward around the bar in a straight‐hollow body position to execute the BACK HIP CIRCLE. 
Maintaining straight arms and legs throughout shift the hands to the top of the bar to pass through 
a momentary extended front support. Maintain a neutral head position throughout. Immediately 
press the bar downward to contact the mid to lower thigh, while keeping the head neutral, chest 
and torso hollow, and arms straight. Maintain this position while leaning the shoulders backward 
and circling the bar with the hips away from the bar. A slight touch of the thighs on the bar is 
acceptable. As the hips rise completely open the shoulder angle while pressing the bar backward to 
execute the UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position, with the arms and legs 
straight and the head neutral throughout. More emphasis should be placed on the correct body 
position than the height of the under swing. POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Straight arms and legs and 
hollow body position. 

 
GLIDE KIP 
                         ‐ Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing 
                         ‐ Insufficient extension at end of glide swing 
                         ‐ Body alignment jumping to and grasping bar 
                         ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
 

0.10    
↑0.20 
↑0.20 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 
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ODP 4 - BARS CONTINUED     
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form    
                         ‐ Failure to complete the glide kip (fall)  

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

2 BEAT SWINGS TO 2 LONG SWINGS TO LONG HANG PULLOVER 
Beat Swing 
                         ‐ Body alignment forward and backward (excessive pike in front,  
                            not enough shoulder extension in back) 
                         ‐ Failure to keep head neutral 
Rhythm & Dynamics of swing 
                          ‐ Failure to show a smooth, flowing swing (shows  
                             jerking/stopping) 
                        ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
Long Swing 
                          ‐ Failure to attain straight hollow position on upswing with feet  
                             at height of bar 
                          ‐ Failure to show slight arch at bottom of downswing 
                        ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
Long Hang Pullover 
                          ‐ Failure to show slight arch at bottom of downswing 
                          ‐ Excessive piking of body 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain overgrip (hands completely release bar) 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form                                                    

    
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

 
 

↑0.20 
0.20each 

↑0.40max 
 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

0.20each 
↑0.40max 

 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
CAST, BACK HIP CIRCLE TO CLEAR UNDERSWING DISMOUNT 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain a straight‐hollow body during the circle 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain hip or upper thigh contact on bar during  
                             the circle 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                          ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form     
                         ‐ Failure to complete the clear underswing dismount/Fall                        

↑0.20 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 
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ODP 5 - BARS ODP 5 
 

1. Glide kip cast to horizontal ‐ Jump from both feet, lifting the hips backward‐upward to grasp the 
low bar with an overgrip, hands shoulder‐width apart. Maintain a hollow body position with the legs 
extended and the head neutral. Swing the body forward with the legs together. At the completion 
of the forward glide swing, the legs are together and the hips are fully extended. Quickly lift the feet 
to the bar and pull the bar up the legs to the hips to execute a GLIDE KIP. While pulling downward 
shift the hands to arrive in a front support with the legs/feet in front of the bar (body slightly piked), 
shoulders forward, and the head neutral. Maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Complete extension of glide and maintain straight arms and legs throughout. 
With the shoulders slightly in front of the bar, immediately swing the legs backward‐upward. Push 
down against the bar extending through the shoulders, to lift the body off the bar to execute a CAST 
HORIZONTAL. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position with the buttocks tight, the arms and legs 
straight, the head neutral. Upon completion of the HORIZONTAL CAST, maintain the forward 
shoulder lean while executing a controlled return of the hips to the bars. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Straight arms and legs through with good body position on the cast. 
 

2. 3 long swings to assisted layout flyaway dismount - Begin from a straight body hang on the high 
bar, perform 1‐2 beat swings, then pike toes up to bar and shoot the toes and hips up.  As the hips 
rise completely open the shoulder angle while pressing the bar backward to execute the 
UNDERSWING. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position, with the arms and legs straight and the 
head neutral throughout. More emphasis should be placed on the correct body position than the 
height of the under swing. Continue to press the bar backward. Swing downward, leading slightly 
with the heels to execute a COUNTERSWING. Maintain this slight heel drive through vertical (under 
the bar) at which point the body is shortened by pulling downward on the bar and lifting the hips 
backward‐upward to a hollow body position with the legs together. Maintain the hollow body 
position as the body begins the downward‐forward swing. As the feet pass the low bar, relax the 
hollow body position to a slight arch. Maintain the position through vertical (under the bar) and 
aggressively kick forward‐upward with the legs/feet together to execute a TAP SWING FORWARD 
with a hollow body position, finishing with the feet at the level of the high bar. Repeat 
counterswing, tap swing forward, counter swing again, and then tap swing forward to toes above 
bar and release the bar in a straight‐hollow body position, with the shoulder angle completely open 
to execute a layout FLYAWAY DISMOUNT with coach. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position 
throughout the flyaway. Land in demi‐plié in a balanced and controlled position with the coach 
(“STICK”) Pause.  

                 Tap Swing combination 
• First counter swing  
• Tap swing forward with feet at height of HB  
• Second counter swing 
• Tap swing forward with feet at height of HB  
• Third counter swing 
• Tap swing forward to execute a layout flyaway with spot 

 
3. Clear hip circle - jump to block - Begin in front support. Execute a CAST. Immediately following the 

cast, lean the shoulders backward, causing the body to circle backward around the bar with the hips 
AWAY FROM THE BAR in a straight‐hollow body position. A slight brush of the thighs on the bar on 
the upswing is acceptable. Maintain a neutral head position throughout, chest and torso hollow, 
with straight arms and legs.  As the hips circle around the bar, push down on the bar, open the 
shoulder angle and shift the hands to the top of the bar to lift the hips up and to execute the CLEAR 
HIP CIRCLE TO HORIZONTAL. Maintain a straight‐hollow body position with the buttocks tight, the 
arms and legs straight, the head neutral. Mark clear support at HORIZONTAL, extend the shoulder 
angle fully and release the bar to land on a block behind the bar (30cm or 50cm, max 60cm).  
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  ODP 5 - BARS CONTINUED 
GLIDE KIP CAST TO HORIZONTAL 
                        ‐ Failure to lead with the feet in the forward glide swing 
                        ‐ Insufficient extension at end of glide swing 
                        ‐ Body alignment jumping to and grasping bar       
                        ‐ Insufficient amplitude of cast 

• 1˚‐45˚ below horizontal 
• 46˚ below horizontal or more 

General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form    
                         ‐ Failure to complete glide kip (FALL) OR failure to return to  
                            front support after cast to horizontal                        

0.10 
↑0.20 
↑0.20 

max↑0.30 
0.05‐0.15 
0.20‐0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 

0.50 
3 LONG SWINGS TO FLYAWAY 
 Long Swing 
                          ‐ Failure to attain straight hollow‐position on upswing with feet  
                             at height of bar 
                          ‐ Failure to show slight arch at bottom of downswing 
                        ‐ Failure to regrasp at back of swing           
 
FLYAWAY        
                         ‐ Failure to attain a straight‐hollow body position on upswing 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form                                       
                         ‐ Fall  

 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 

0.20each 
↑0.60max 

 
↑0.20 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

CAST TO CLEAR HIP CIRCLE 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain a straight‐hollow body during the circle 
                          ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
                          ‐ Failure to show clear support before releasing the bar to jump  
                            down onto block 
                          ‐ Touching the hips to the bar on upswing (becomes a back hip circle) 
General  
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                         ‐ Legs bent 
                         ‐ Legs separated 
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form  

↑0.20 
0.10 

 
0.10 
0.50 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
 ↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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BEAM 
NOTE** If a coach spots, touches or assists an athlete at any point during skills that do not indicate assistance, the 
athlete will receive a 0.50 deduction. 

 
ODP 1 - BEAM 
 

1. Lever to beam - Step forward through the ball of the foot and execute a lunge (straight leg entry is 
also acceptable). Lift the rear leg backward‐upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, 
torso, and the rear leg while reaching for the beam. Continue this LEVERING action and lift the rear 
leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Reach forward to touch the beam with the fingertips. As 
the rear leg lowers lift the torso to step down using the LEVERING action to finish in a lunge, 
pressing the front knee and both hips forward.  Arms should remain in high throughout the lever.  
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Alignment and control in and out. 
 

2. Stretch jump - Close the feet with both heels down on the beam and feet slightly turned out.  
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs 
together to execute a STRETCH JUMP. During the jump, the inner thighs should press together 
resulting in the heel of front foot pressing against the front of the rear foot. Land on both feet in 
simultaneously in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower heels on the beam. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand (not in relevé).  
 

3. Pivot turn - Stand with 1 foot slightly in front of the other, lift both arms forward and upward to 
crown and close the rear foot behind the front foot in relevé “lock” stand and hold 2secs. Execute a 
quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT TURN in relevé “lock” stand and hold 2secs. Maintain straight body 
alignment and high relevé throughout with arms in crown. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture and relevé throughout. 
 

4. Arabesque to forward leg swing - Keeping the torso erect, lift the leg backward‐upward a minimum 
of 30˚ above the beam to execute the ARABESQUE. The leg should be turned out and straight. The 
back hip may "unsquare" slightly to show turn out. Pause 1secs. Lower the leg to point at back 
lightly touching the beam, then step forward with the back leg, foot slightly turned out on flat foot. 
Swing the opposite foot forward to horizontal or above with the leg slightly turned out and hips 
square to execute FORWARD LEG SWING. When the forward leg swing reaches its highest point, the 
leg should pull down quickly to finish IN FRONT of the support leg on flat feet with the feet slightly 
turned out.  
Arms remain side‐middle throughout. 

 
LEVER TO BEAM 
                         ‐ Failure to touch the beam with the fingertips 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                        ‐ Body alignment 
                         ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                         ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                         ‐ Legs bent                       
                         ‐ Arms bent 
                         ‐ Incorrect foot form  

↑0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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ODP 1 - BEAM CONTINUED  
STRETCH JUMP 
                  ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                  ‐ Failure to land in demi plié 
                  ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                   ‐ Body alignment 
                   ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                   ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                   ‐ Legs bent (in the air)                  
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
 

0.10 
↑0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

0.05 
PIVOT TURN 
                   ‐ Failure to hold 2secs each time 
                   ‐ Lack of sharpness in pivot turns (each) 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                   ‐ Legs bent  

↑0.20 each 
↑0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

 ARABESQUE TO FORWARD LEG SWING 
                   ‐ Failure to lift leg a minimum of 30˚ above beam in arabesque 
                   ‐ Failure to hold arabesque 1sec. 
                   ‐ Failure to reach horizontal or above on leg swing 
                   ‐ Failure to keep hips square on forward leg swing 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe‐ball‐heel 
                    or to show turn‐out in foot position) through entire sequence 

↑0.10 
0.10 

↑0.10 
0.10 

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 
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ODP 2 - BEAM  
 

1. Lever to cross handstand 45˚ - Step forward through the ball of the foot and execute a lunge 
(straight leg entrance is also acceptable). Lift the rear leg backward‐upward maintaining a straight 
line from the hands, torso and leg while reaching for the beam. Continue this levering action and lift 
the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Reach forward to grasp the beam, placing the 
hands side‐by‐side with the thumbs on top of the beam. Push off the beam with the support leg to 
arrive at a 45˚ angle with legs together, arms straight, shoulders open extended, hip angle open, 
head neutral and focus on the hands, showing a straight line from the wrists to the ankles. Mark 
this position (No hold required). Step down using the levering action to finish in a lunge, pressing 
the front knee and both hips forward. 
Arms should remain in high throughout the lever to handstand and as the step down occurs. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Stretched body alignment through vertical, head in alignment with focus on 
hands, show levering action into and out of handstand. 
 

2. Two stretch jumps connected - Close the feet with both heels down on the beam and feet slightly 
turned out.  
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs 
together to execute a STRETCH JUMP. During the JUMP, the inner thighs should press together 
resulting in the heel of the front foot pressing against the front of the rear foot. Land on both feet 
simultaneously in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet, to lower the heels toward the 
beam. 
Immediately JUMP off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with 
the legs together to execute a second STRETCH JUMP. Land on both feet simultaneously in demi‐
plié, pressing through the balls of the feet, to lower the heels toward the beam, one foot in front of 
the other with feet slightly turned out. 

 
3. Forward passé hold to pivot turn - Standing on a straight support leg, lift and bend the knee of the 

other leg forward and pull the pointed foot forward‐upward to touch the knee of the support leg, 
hands on hips (FORWARD PASSE). Hold 2 Seconds. Step forward and close the rear foot behind the 
front foot in relevé “lock” stand lifting both arms forward and upward to crown and close the rear 
foot behind the front foot in relevé “lock” stand and hold 2secs. Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) 
PIVOT TURN in relevé “lock” stand and hold 2secs. Maintain straight body alignment and high relevé 
throughout with arms in crown. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture and relevé throughout the pivot turn. 
 

4. Arabeque to forward leg swing, backward leg swing to demi plié to relevé - Keeping the torso 
erect, lift the leg backward‐upward a minimum of 30˚ above the beam to execute the ARABESQUE. 
The leg should be turned out and straight. Back hip may "unsquare" slightly to show turn out. Pause 
1secs. Lower the leg to point at back lightly touching the beam, then step forward with the back leg, 
foot slightly turned out on flat foot. Swing the opposite foot forward to horizontal or above with the 
leg slightly turned out and hips square to execute FORWARD LEG SWING. When the forward leg 
swing reaches its highest point, the leg should pull down quickly to finish IN FRONT of the support 
leg on flat feet with the feet slightly turned out. Swing the back leg backward‐upward to a minimum 
of 45˚ below horizontal to execute the BACKWARD LEG SWING, then pull the leg down quickly to 
replace it closely behind the front foot, with feet slightly turned out. Execute a DEMI PLIÉ with both 
legs, then immediately extend both legs and slide the front foot backwards to finish in a RELEVÉ 
"lock" stand and pause 1sec. 
 Arms remain side‐middle throughout arabesque and leg swings, then lower to sideward‐downward 
to low on demi plié, and lift forward‐upward to crown on relevé lock. 
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       ODP 2 - BEAM CONTINUED  
CROSS HANDSTAND TO 45˚ 
                  ‐ Incorrect (staggered) hand placement 
                  ‐ Failure to attain 45˚ 
                  ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand 
                  ‐ Failure to lever out of the handstand 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent                       
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
0.30each 

↑0.60max 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
STRETCH JUMP-STRETCH JUMP 
                  ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously (each) 
                  ‐ Insufficient continuity between jumps 
                  ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent (in the air)                     
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
0.05 

PASSÉ HOLD TO PIVOT TURN 
                   ‐ Failure to hold passé 2 secs 
                   ‐ Failure to hold relevé 2 secs (each) 
                   ‐ Lack of sharpness in pivot turn 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Support leg bent in passé hold, AND/OR legs bent in pivot turn  

↑0.20 
↑0.20 
↑0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
ARABESQUE, FORWARD LEG SWING, BACKWARD LEG SWING, DEMI PLIÉ, RELEVÉ 
                   ‐ Failure to lift leg a minimum of 30˚ above beam in arabesque 
                   ‐ Failure to hold arabesque 1sec. 
                   ‐ Failure to reach horizontal or above on front leg swing 
                   ‐ Failure to reach 45˚ or above on backward leg swing 
                   ‐ Failure to keep hips square on leg swings 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 

↑0.10 
0.10 

↑0.10 
↑0.10 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
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ODP 2 - BEAM CONTINUED  
                   ‐ Legs bent (except on demi plié) 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe‐ball‐heel 
                     or to show turn‐out in foot position) through entire sequence 

 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 

 
 
 
ODP 3 - BEAM  
 

1. Lever to cross handstand - Step forward through the ball of the foot and execute a lunge (straight 
leg entrance is also acceptable). Lift the rear leg backward‐upward maintaining a straight line from 
the hands, torso and leg while reaching for the beam. Continue this levering action and lift the rear 
leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Reach forward to grasp the beam, placing the hands side‐
by‐side with the thumbs on top of the beam. Push off the beam with the support leg to arrive in a 
vertical cross handstand within 10˚ with legs together, arms straight, shoulders open extended, hip 
angle open, head neutral and focus on the hands, showing a straight line from the wrists to the 
ankles. Mark this position (No hold required). Step down using the levering action to finish in a 
lunge, pressing the front knee and both hips forward. 
Arms should remain in high throughout the handstand and as the step down occurs. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Stretched body alignment through vertical, head in alignment with focus on 
hands, show levering action into and out of handstand. 
 

2. Split jump 90 ˚ - Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes to 
execute a SPLIT JUMP with a minimum of 90° even leg separation. Land simultaneously on both feet 
in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the beam. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Amplitude, correct leg alignment with even leg seperation, posture. 
 

3. Heel snap turn 180˚ to pivot turn - Standing in forward passé position hold 2secs. The arms may be 
in high crown for the passé hold, OR with the opposite arm of the free leg in forward‐middle‐curved 
while the other arm is side‐middle. Execute a HEEL SNAP TURN 1/2 (180˚)  on the support leg. A 
small "wind up" or "torque" with the arms and/or shoulders is allowed to initiate the heel snap turn.  
The pathway to move the arms from the preparation into the TURN position is optional.  The arms 
in the turn position should be in crown or forward‐middle‐curved.  Step forward and close the rear 
foot behind the front foot in relevé “lock” stand. If the arms are in forward‐middle‐curved, the arms 
must both lift to high crown as the free leg steps forward. Execute a quick/sharp ½ (180°) PIVOT 
TURN in relevé “lock” stand and hold 2secs. Maintain straight body alignment and high relevé 
throughout. 
ARMS: Remain in crown. 
 

4. Rond de jambe to arabesque 45˚ - Point one foot forward on the beam. Lift the turned out straight 
leg forward slightly off the beam. Immediately move the leg sideward, then backward maintaining 
turn out and a consistent level throughout to execute the ROND DE JAMBE, then lower the foot 
pointed on the beam behind. Keeping the torso erect, lift the turned out straight leg backward‐
upward to a minimum of 45˚ below horizontal. The back hip may "unsquare" slightly to show turn 
out and execute the ARABESQUE. Hold 1sec. Lower the foot to point behind on the beam. ARMS 
remain side middle throughout. 
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             ODP 3 - BEAM CONTINUED  
CROSS HANDSTAND TO MARK VERTICAL 
                         ‐ Incorrect (staggered) hand placement 
                         ‐ Failure to attain vertical within 10˚ 
                         ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand 
                         ‐ Failure to lever out of the handstand 
                         ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                         ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
 
                 ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                 ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                 ‐ Legs bent                       
                 ‐ Arms bent 
                 ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
0.30each 

↑0.60max 
 

0.80 
1.50 

 
 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
SPLIT JUMP 90˚ 
                  ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                  ‐ Failure to hit 90˚ split 
                  ‐ Uneven leg separation 
                  ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent                
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
HEEL SNAP 180˚ TO PIVOT TURN 
                   ‐ Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé) 
                   ‐ Failure to lower heel at completion of heel snap turn 
                   ‐ Failure to hold passé 2secs at end of heel snap turn 
                   ‐ Failure to hold relevé 2secs at end of pivot turn 
                   ‐ Lack of sharpness in pivot turn 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form (free foot) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Support leg in heel snap bent AND/OR legs bent in pivot turn  

0.10 
0.05 

↑0.20 
↑0.20 
↑0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 
0.05 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
ROND DE JAMBE TO ARABESQUE 45˚ 
                         ‐ Failure to maintain a consistent height of leg throughout rond de  
                           jambe 
                        ‐ Failure to hold arabesque 1sec. 
                        ‐ Failure to reach 45˚ from horizontal with back leg on arabesque  

 
↑0.10 

0.10 
↑0.10 
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ODP 3 -BEAM CONTINUED 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                       ‐ Body alignment 
                       ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                      ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                       ‐ Legs bent 
                       ‐ Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe‐ball‐heel 
                         or to show turn‐out in foot position) through entire sequence 

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 

 
ODP 4 - BEAM 

1. Lever to cross handstand hold 2secs - Step forward through the ball of the foot and execute a lunge 
(straight leg entrance is also acceptable). Lift the rear leg backward‐upward maintaining a straight 
line from the hands, torso and leg while reaching for the beam. Continue this levering action and lift 
the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Reach forward to grasp the beam, placing the 
hands side‐by‐side with the thumbs on top of the beam. Push off the beam with the support leg to 
arrive in a vertical cross handstand within 10˚ with legs together, arms straight, shoulders open 
extended, hip angle open, head neutral and focus on the hands, showing a straight line from the 
wrists to the ankles, and HOLD 2secs. Step down using the levering action to finish in a lunge, 
pressing the front knee and both hips forward. 
Arms should remain in high while levering in and out of the handstand, and as the step down 
occurs. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Stretched body alignment through vertical, head in alignment with focus on 
hands, show levering action into and out of handstand. 

2. Stretch jump-Sissoné 120˚ - Close the feet with both heels down on the beam and feet slightly 
turned out.  
Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes with the legs 
together to execute a STRETCH JUMP. During the JUMP, the inner thighs should press together 
resulting in the heel of the front foot pressing against the front of the rear foot. Land on both feet 
simultaneously in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet, to lower the heels toward the 
beam. 
Immediately JUMP upward, maintaining a good upper body posture (no leaning forward), push off 
the beam, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SISSONÉ with a 
minimum of 120° leg separation with the support leg forward (a minimum of 45° off the beam), free 
leg behind (this is a “tilted split line” with the back leg higher than the front legs). The SISSONÉ is a 
travelling jump which should move forward and upward. Land on the front leg in demi‐plié with the 
back leg extended backward, maintaining good alignment of the shoulders over the hips, passing 
through a low arabesque position and pause. 

3. Heel snap turn 180˚ to heel snap turn 180˚ - Standing in forward passé position hold 2secs.  The 
arms may be in high crown for the passé hold, OR with the opposite arm of the free leg in forward‐
middle‐curved while the other arm is side‐middle. Execute a HEEL SNAP TURN 1/2 (180˚) in relevé 
on the support leg to land in the same forward passé position with the heel down and HOLD 2secs. 
A small "wind up" or "torque" with the arms and/or shoulders is allowed to initiate the heel snap 
turn. Arms should remain in the turn position on landing for the 2 sec hold. The pathway to move 
the arms from the preparation INTO the turn position is optional.  The arms in the turn position 
should be in crown or forward‐middle‐curved. Return the arms to the preparation position (high 
crown or forward‐middle‐curved and side‐middle) and execute a second 1/2 (180˚) turn in relevé on 
the support leg to land in the same forward passé position with the support heel down and HOLD 2 
secs. Arms should remain in turn position on landing.  
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              ODP 4 - BEAM CONTINUED 
 

4. Rond de jambe (minimum 45˚ below horizontal) to scale (horizontal)  - Point one foot forward on 
the beam. Lift the turned out straight leg forward to a minimum of 45˚ below horizontal. 
Immediately move the leg sideward, then backward maintaining turn out and a consistent level 
throughout to execute the ROND DE JAMBE to finish in an arabesque with the leg at a minimum of 
45˚ below horizontal and slightly turned out. Pause. Then continue to lift the back leg upward‐
backward as the upper body tilts slightly forward to finish in a SCALE and hold for 1sec. at a 
minimum height of horizontal. The back hip may "unsquare" slightly in the arabesque and scale to  
show turn out. Raise the torso and lower the foot to point behind on the beam. ARMS remain side‐
middle throughout. 
 
CROSS HANDSTAND HOLD 2SECS 
                  ‐ Incorrect (staggered) hand placement 
                  ‐ Failure to attain vertical within 10˚ 
                  ‐ Failure to hold 2secs 
                  ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand 
                  ‐ Failure to lever out of the handstand 
                  ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                  ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent                       
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
0.30each 

↑0.60max 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
STRETCH JUMP TO SISSONÉ 120˚ 
Stretch Jump 
                  ‐Insufficient hip rise (amplitude)  
                  ‐ Failure to land both feet simultaneously 
Sissoné 
                  ‐ Failure to perform jump at a 45˚ angle forward from horizontal 
                  ‐ Failure to hit 120˚ split 
                  ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                  ‐ Uneven leg separation 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent  
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
↑0.30 

0.10 
 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
0.05 

HEEL SNAP 180˚, HEEL SNAP 180˚ 
                  ‐ Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé) 
                  ‐ Failure to lower heel at completion of heel snap turn (each) 
                  ‐ Failure to hold 2secs (each) up to 0.40 
 

0.10 
0.05 each 

↑0.20 
max.0.40 
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ODP 4 - BEAM CONTINUED  
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Support leg bent    
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form (free foot not pointed)  

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
0.05 

ROND DE JAMBE (MIN 45˚ BELOW HORIZONTAL) TO SCALE (HORIZONTAL) 
                  ‐ Failure to lift leg forward to minimum 45˚below horizontal before  
                          rond de jambe 
 
                  ‐ Failure to maintain a consistent height of leg throughout rond de  
                    jambe 
                  ‐ Failure to reach horizontal with back leg in scale 
                  ‐ Failure to hold scale 1sec. 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                   ‐ Body alignment 
                   ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                   ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                   ‐ Legs bent 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe‐ball‐heel 
                     or to show turn‐out in foot position) through entire sequence 

 
↑0.10 

 
 
 

↑0.10 
↑0.20 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

0.05 ea 
↑0.30 

 
ODP 5 - BEAM 
 

1. Back walkover to 3 steps back - Lift the front leg forward‐upward. Anytime during the leg lift, arch 
the upper back to reach backward, grasping the beam with the hands side‐by‐side, thumbs on top 
of the beam. As the support foot pushes off the beam, push the shoulders over the hands to 
execute a BACK WALKOVER. Pass through a handstand position with a minimum of 120˚ leg 
separation, shoulders extended and the focus on the hands. Step down using the levering action to 
finish in a lunge, pressing the right knee and both hips forward. 
Arms should lift to high position to begin, and maintain high position throughout the element and 
as the step down occurs.  
 

2. Choice of 2 jumps or leaps 180˚ performed separately 
NOTE** Both jumps will be evaluated and the best score will count towards the total beam score. 
 
Straight Leg Leap - Step one or two steps forward into a demi‐plie, then swing the straight back leg 
forward‐upward, pushing off the beam with the standing leg. Swing the standing leg backward‐
upward to execute a STRAIGHT LEG LEAP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation in flight. Land 
in demi‐plié with the free leg extended backward and turned out slightly to mark a  low arabesque 
position.  
 
Sissone - Maintaining a good upper body posture (no leaning forward), push off the beam, 
extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SISSONÉ with a minimum 
of 180° leg separation with the support leg forward (a minimum of 45° off the floor), free leg behind 
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(this is a “tilted split line” with the back leg higher than the front legs). The SISSONÉ is a travelling 
jump, which should move forward and upward. Land on the front leg in demi‐plié with the back leg 
extended backward, maintaining good alignment of the shoulders over the hips, and passing 
through a low arabesque position. 
Split Jump - Push off the beam, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes to 
execute a SPLIT JUMP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation. Land simultaneously on both 
feet in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the beam. 
Switch-Split Leap - From 1 or 2 steps, take a long step onto the foot in demi‐plié, swing the straight 
rear leg forward‐upward and push off the floor beam with the support leg. Swing the rear straight 
leg forward‐upward to a minimum of 45˚, then change the leg to swing backward and upward, 
while the support leg swings forward‐upward to execute a SWITCH‐SPLIT LEAP with a minimum of 
180° even leg separation in flight. Land on the leg in demi‐plié with the rear leg extended backward, 
slightly turned out, passing through a low arabesque position. The emphasis is on body alignment 
and height of leap. 
 

3. Full (360˚) turn - Step forward onto one foot, then point the slightly turned out front leg forward on 
the beam. Transfer the weight onto the front foot using one of the acceptable turn preparations 
listed in the Glossary of the OCP 1‐4 Manual. Execute a 1/1 (360°) TURN in relevé bending the free 
knee forward and pulling the pointed foot forward to touch the knee of the support leg (FORWARD 
PASSÉ).  
Mark the position in relevé at the completion of the TURN. The heel is allowed to lower to the beam 
after marking the position. The position at the completion of the turn is optional. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Immediate placement of free leg in forward passé position; high releve; 
complete 1/1 (360°) turn; control/balance at completion of turn. 
 

4. Rond de jambe to arabesque (minimum 45˚ below horizontal) to scale (above horizontal) ‐ Point 
one foot forward on the beam. Lift the turned out straight leg forward to a minimum of 45˚ below 
horizontal. Immediately move the leg sideward, then backward maintaining turn out and a 
consistent level throughout to execute the ROND DE JAMBE to finish in an ARABESQUE with the leg  
at a minimum of 45˚ below horizontal and slightly turned out. Pause. Then continue to lift the back 
leg upward‐backward  as the upper body tilts slightly forward to finish in a SCALE and hold for 1sec. 
with the leg above horizontal. The back hip may "unsquare" slightly in the arabesque and scale to 
show turn out. Raise the torso and lower the foot to point behind on the beam. ARMS remain side‐
middle througout. 

 
BACK WALKOVER 
                 ‐ Failure to show continuous leg lift into the walkover 
                 ‐ Incorrect (staggered) hand placement 
                 ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
                      
                 ‐ Insufficient leg separation (less than 120˚) 
                 ‐ Failure to lever out of the back walkover 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent                       
                  ‐ Arms bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 

0.30each 
↑0.60 
↑0.20 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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ODP 5 - BEAM CONTINUED  
CHOICE OF 2 JUMPS/LEAPS TO SHOW 180˚ SPLIT PERFORMED SEPARATELY 
                   ‐ Failure to hit 180˚ split (each) 
                   ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) (each) 
                   ‐ Uneven leg separation (each) 
Sissoné 
                   ‐Failure to perform jump at a 45˚ angle forward from horizontal 
Straight leg leap 
                   ‐ Bending the lead leg 
Switch split leap 
                   ‐ Bending the lead leg  
Split jump 
                   ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent  
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10each 
↑0.30each 

↑0.20 
 

0.10 
 

0.10 
 

0.10 
 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
0.50 

↑0.30 
0.05 

FULL TURN 
                  ‐ Leg in incorrect position (not in forward passé) 
                  ‐ Failure to lower heel at completion of turn 
                  ‐ Insufficient turn/over turn 
                  ‐ Use of heel snap technique 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Support leg bent       
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form (free foot not pointed)  

0.10 
0.05 

↑0.20 
0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

0.05 
ROND DE JAMBE TO ARABESQUE (45˚ BELOW HORIZONTAL) TO SCALE (HORIZONTAL) 
                  ‐ Failure to lift leg forward to minimum 45˚below horizontal before  
                    rond de jambe AND in arabesque (each) 
                   ‐ Failure to maintain a consistent height of leg throughout rond de jambe 
                   ‐ Failure to reach above horizontal with back leg on scale 
                   ‐ Failure to hold scale 1sec. 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment 
                  ‐ Balance errors ‐ small (↑0.10), medium (↑0.20), large (↑0.30) 
                  ‐ Fall off the apparatus 
                  ‐ Legs bent 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot work/form (flexed, sickled, failure to step toe‐ball‐heel 
                     or to show turn‐out in foot position) through entire sequence 

 
↑0.10 

0.10 
↑0.20 

0.10 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.50 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 
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FLOOR 
NOTE** If a coach spots, touches or assists an athlete at any point during skills that do not indicate assistance, the 
athlete will receive a 0.50 deduction. 
 
ODP 1 -  FLOOR 
 

1. Backward roll tucked to candlestick & bridge kick over ‐ Bend the knees to arrive in a tuck sit 
keeping the feet on the floor. Begin rolling backward with the head tucked, chin to chest. 
Immediately place the hands on the floor by the shoulders, palms down, fingers pointing towards 
the shoulders. As the hips roll backward through vertical, push down against the floor and extend 
the arms, taking weight off the head and neck to execute a BACKWARD ROLL.  
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Rounded tuck shape and finish with straight legs. Bend the knees to arrive in 
a tuck sit, keeping the feet on the floor. Begin rolling backward to extend the body into a 
CANDLESTICK (high on the shoulders, toes pointed to the ceiling, hip angle open) 
ARMS: Lower forward‐downward to finish with palms resting on the floor in front of the buttocks 
OR maintain the arms in high throughout. Roll out the CANDLESTICK to arrive in a straight sitting 
position with the legs straight. ARMS: High on the sit. 
Lower the body down to a back lying position with the knees bent and the feet flat on the floor, 
shoulder‐width apart (the feet may also be together). ARMS: Place the hands on the floor, by the 
shoulders, with the palms down and the fingertips pointing toward the shoulders. 
Push down against the floor and extend the arms and legs to arrive in BRIDGE position with arms 
straight, shoulder‐width apart OR closer, and with the shoulders over or past the wrists. The legs are 
straight or bent (the feet maybe shoulder‐width apart or closer). 
FOCUS: Keep the head in a neutral position and maintain focus on the hands. 
Kick one leg overhead while pushing off the floor with the other leg to execute a BACK KICKOVER. (It 
is acceptable to move/adjust the support leg as the other leg initiates the kick) Pass through a 
vertical handstand position with the legs separated and straight. Step down using the levering 
action to finish in a lunge, pressing the knee and both hips forward.  
ARMS: Finish the step down with arms in high; then open to sideward‐diagonally‐upward. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Push shoulders over hands and maintain straight legs during kick‐over. 
 

2. Lever to cartwheel on line ‐ Step forward to the ball of the foot and execute a lunge (straight leg 
entrance is also acceptable). Lift the rear leg backward‐upward, maintaining a straight line from the 
hands, torso, and rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action and lift the rear 
leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Reach forward to place the first hand sideways on the 
floor as the body turns 90°. Place the second hand on the floor sideways or slightly turned (hands 
shoulder‐width apart) as the support leg pushes off the floor to execute a CARTWHEEL. The head 
remains in alignment, with the shoulder and hip angle open, and focus under the arm in order to 
see the floor on the step‐down. Turn 90° inward to step‐down using the levering action to finish in a 
lunge, pressing the knee and both hips forward. 
ARMS: High position with the shoulders open throughout, and as step‐down occurs with open 
shoulder angle throughout.  
Focus: During the cartwheel the head should be placed beside the upper arm of the second hand, 
looking for the landing position of the first foot. 
ARMS: Remain high. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS:  Body and head alignment; show levering action into and out. 
 

3. Split jump 30˚ ‐ Push off the beam floor, extending both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and 
toes to execute a SPLIT JUMP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation. Land simultaneously on 
both feet in demi‐plié, pressing through the balls of the feet to lower the heels onto the floor.  
 

4. Forward roll tucked to lever to handstand ‐ Bend the knees to arrive in a tuck stand. Reach forward 
to place the hands on the floor. Lower the head by tucking the chin to the chest and keeping the 
back rounded. Lift the hips to place the back of the head and shoulders on the floor. Push off both 
feet to initiate the FORWARD ROLL TUCK. During the roll, maintain the tuck of the legs, and, with or 
without the use of the hands on the shins, pull the knees close to the chest  
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        ODP 1 - FLOOR CONTINUED 
and heels close to the buttocks. Maintain this tight tuck position throughout the forward roll. STEP 
OUT on one foot then the other to arrive in a tuck stand with one foot in front of the other. 
Immediately straighten both legs, shifting the weight forward into a lunge to begin levering into a 
handstand. Mark handstand within 10˚ of vertical, Step down using the levering action to finish in a 
lunge, pressing the front knee and both hips forward. ARMS: Remain in high throughout and as the 
step down occurs.  
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Rounded tuck shape; stand without pushing off the floor with the hands. 
 
BACKWARD ROLL TUCKED TO CANDLESTICK TO BRIDGE KICK OVER 
Backward roll tucked  
                  ‐ Hands placed on floor during squat phase prior to rolling backward 
                  ‐ Failure to finish in a straight‐hollow candlestick position 
                  ‐ Landing the back roll on the knees instead of the feet 
Bridge hold kick over 
                  ‐ Shoulders no over hands in bridge 
                  ‐ Extra kicks to establish inverted vertical position on back kick‐over  
                     Max 0.6 
                  ‐ Failure to hold 2secs 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Leg separation (backward roll tucked)                
                  ‐ Legs bent (kick over) 
                  ‐ Arms bent (bridge and kick over) 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
0.30 
0.10 
0.10 

 
↑0.20 

 
0.30 ea↑0.60 

↑0.20 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
CARTWHEEL 
                   ‐ Failure to lever into the cartwheel 
                   ‐ Failure to lever out of the cartwheel 
                   ‐ Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement 
                   ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                   ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
                   ‐ Failure to land with hips square and facing the correct direction 
                   ‐ Failure to have straight arms by ears throughout the skill 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                   ‐ Legs bent                     
                   ‐ Arms bent 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.20 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
SPLIT JUMP 30˚ 
                   ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                   ‐ Failure to hit 30˚ split 
                   ‐ Failure to land in demi plié 
                   ‐ Uneven leg separation 
                   ‐ Uncontrolled steps/hops/foot adjustments on landing 
 General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Body alignment  
                  ‐ Legs bent                     

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.10ea↑0.40  

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
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ODP 1 - FLOOR CONTINUED 
                   ‐ Arms bent 
                   ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
↑0.30 

0.05 
FORWARD ROLL TUCKED TO LEVER TO HANDSTAND WITHIN 10˚ OF VERTICAL 
Forward roll tucked  
                    ‐ Failure to maintain tuck position during forward roll 
                    ‐ Pushing off the floor with hands to arrive in tuck stand 
                    ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
 
Lever to handstand within 10˚ of vertical 
                    ‐ Failure to attain vertical 
                    ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand 
                    ‐ Failure to lever out of handstand 
                    ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                    ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                  ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                  ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                  ‐ Leg separation (forward roll OR in handstand) 
                  ‐ Legs bent (in handstand)                       
                  ‐ Arms bent (in handstand) 
                  ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
↑0.20 

0.30 
0.10 

 
 

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
 0.30each 

↑0.60max 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 
ODP 2 - FLOOR 
 

1. Hurdle cartwheel step-in on line - Hurdle from two feet straight forward landing on the back leg 
first and into a lunge (straight leg entrance is also acceptable), with arms stretched up beside ears. 
Lift the rear leg backward‐upward, maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and rear leg 
while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action and lift the rear leg backward‐upward as 
the torso lowers. Reach forward to place the first hand sideways on the floor as the body turns 90°. 
Place the second hand on the floor sideways or slightly turned (hands shoulder‐width apart) as the 
support leg pushes off the floor to execute a CARTWHEEL. The head remains in alignment, with the 
shoulder and hip angle open, and focus under the arm in order to see the floor on the step‐down. 
90° inward to step‐down using the levering action to finish with feet side by side and taking the 
FIRST STEP backwards with the FIRST FOOT that landed on the floor out of the cartwheel, before 
running backwards a few more steps. The head remains in alignment, with the shoulder and hip 
angle open, and focus under the arm in order to see the floor on the step‐down. 
ARMS: High position with the shoulders open throughout, and as step‐down occurs with open 
shoulder angle throughout.  
Focus: During the cartwheel the head should be placed beside the upper arm of the second hand, 
looking for the landing position of the first foot. 
ARMS: Remain high. 
 

2. Back walkover - Lift the free leg forward‐upward. Anytime during the leg lift, arch the upper back as 
the arms reach backward to place the hands on the floor side‐by‐side, shoulder‐width apart. As the 
support foot pushes off the floor, push the shoulders over the hands to execute a BACK WALKOVER, 
passing through a handstand position with a minimum leg separation of 60˚ 90˚, shoulders 
extended, and focus on the hands. Step down using the levering action to finish in a lunge, pressing 
the knee and both hips forward. 
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ODP 2 - FLOOR CONTINUED 
ARMS: High throughout the back walkover. Open to sideward‐diagonally‐upward on the lunge. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Stretched body and leg alignment through vertical; straight legs. 
 

3. Chassé straight leg leap 60˚ ‐ FORWARD CHASSÉ: Extend the free leg forward to point the foot 
towards the floor. As the foot approaches contact with the floor, demi‐plié the support leg and then 
step forward to the front foot (turned out slightly) through 4th position demi‐plié with the heels on 
or near the floor. Push off the floor with both feet to execute a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the back 
foot behind the front foot in the air (tight 5th position). Land in demi‐plié with the support turned 
out slightly. The free leg remains in front, pointing down toward the floor. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture; turnout; step through demi‐plié using toe, ball, heel; close legs in 
air. 
Take a long step onto the foot in demi‐plié, swing the straight rear leg forward‐upward and push off 
the floor with the support leg. Swing the support leg backward‐upward to execute a STRAIGHT LEG 
LEAP with a minimum of 60° even leg separation in flight. Land on the leg in demi‐ plié with the rear 
leg extended backward, slightly turned out, passing through a low arabesque position. The 
emphasis is on body alignment and height of leap. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture; amplitude; even leg separation; coordination of arms with leap. 
 

4. Lever to front limber - Step forward and execute a lunge. Lift the rear foot backward‐upward, 
maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue 
this levering action and lift the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands 
shoulder‐width apart while pushing off with the front leg to arrive in a handstand with the legs 
together, head neutral with a straight, tight body. Maintaining focus on the hands, continue to open 
the shoulder angel past the hands and arch the upper back, lowering the straight legs to the floor. 
Place the feet flat on the floor shoulder width apart or closer with the legs straight or bent to 
complete a HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE. Immediately push off the floor with the hands, push hips 
forward and continue to a stand to execute a FRONT LIMBER.  Continue to focus on hands with 
head neutral.  ARMS:  remain in high position.  At the finish, open the arms to sideward‐diagonally‐
upward. 
 
HURDLE CARTWHEEL STEP-IN 
   
                    ‐ Failure to hurdle into the cartwheel 
                    ‐ Failure to have straight arms and arms by ears in hurdle 
                    ‐ Failure to step in feet together before stepping backwards  
                    ‐ Failure to take first step backwards with the correct leg  
                    ‐ Incorrect (simultaneous) hand placement 
                    ‐ Failure to land with hips square and facing the correct direction 
                    ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                    ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment (including shoulder angle) (pike down on step in) 
                    ‐ Legs bent                     
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
↑0.20 

0.10 
0.20 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.10 
0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
BACK WALKOVER (MIN 90˚ SPLIT) 
                    ‐ Failure to show continuous lift into walkover (leg lifts, then drops,  
ODP 2 - FLOOR CONTINUED 

↑0.10 
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                       stops, or lifts after the arching backward as begun) 
                    ‐ Incorrect (staggered or alternate) hand placement 
                    ‐ Failure to hit 90˚ split 
                    ‐ Failure to lever out of back walkover 
                    ‐ Body alignment (arms covering ears throughout) 
                    ‐ Lack of continuity (rhythm break/pause) 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element)  
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Legs bent                     
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                    ‐ Failure to perform the back walkover/Fall 

0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.10 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

CHASSÉ STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (MIN 60˚ SPLIT) 
                    ‐ Bending the lead (front) leg on take‐off  
                    ‐ Failure to hit 60˚ split 
                    ‐ Uneven leg separation 
                    ‐ Failure to go through low arabesque on landing 
                    ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                    ‐ Uncontrolled steps, hops or foot adjustments on landing 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
ODP 2 FLOOR CONTINUED         
                    ‐ Body alignment 
                    ‐ Legs bent                     
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.10ea↑0.40  

 
0.80 
1.50 

 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE 
                     ‐ Failure to show a clear vertical handstand prior to bridge 
                     ‐ Failure to close legs at vertical 
                     ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand 
                     ‐ Shoulders not over hands in bridge position 
                     ‐ Sickled/crossed legs  
                     ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment in handstand 
                    ‐ Legs bent 
                    ‐ Legs separated                       
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

↑0.30 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 0.30each 
↑0.60max 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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ODP 3 - FLOOR  
 

1. Hurdle round-off to run backward - Hurdle from two feet to land on the back leg and then into a 
lunge. Lift the rear leg backward‐upward maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and the 
rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action, lifting the rear leg backward‐
upward as the torso lowers. Place the first hand sideways on the floor as the support leg pushes off 
the floor, and the body turns 90°. Place the second hand on the floor with the fingers pointing 
towards the first hand. Both hands should be in a straight line directly in front of the support foot. 
Simultaneously kick the support leg backward‐upward overhead, passing through a brief sideward 
straddled handstand to execute a ROUND‐OFF. After the feet pass through vertical, turn 90° and 
join the legs. Push explosively off of the floor with the arms and shoulders while simultaneously 
snapping the legs down and under to land on both feet simultaneously in an upright hollow body 
position. Take two‐to‐four running steps backward and finish in a straight stand with legs together. 
ARMS: High and covering ears throughout the hurdle and the round‐off. 
FOCUS: During the round‐off, the head should be placed beside the upper arm looking for the 
landing position of the feet. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Body positions and arms by the ears throughout. 
 

2. Back handspring down incline OR on 20cm mat - Immediately jump backward onto the hands in an 
inverted stretch body position to execute a BACK HANDSPRING. Push explosively off the floor with 
the arms and shoulders while simultaneously snapping down to land on both feet in an upright 
hollow‐body position. Immediately REBOUND with a stretched body. Land in demi‐plié on two feet 
in a balance and controlled position “STICK”.  ARMS: High throughout. As the landing of the 
rebound occurs the arm position is optional. Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand. ARMS: 
Move to high, and then open to sideward‐diagonally‐upward. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Body positions by the ears throughout; acceleration; power; and straight legs 
throughout. 
 

3. Chassé straight leg leap 90˚-chassé assemblé to rebound straddle jump, rebound stretch jump - 
FORWARD CHASSÉ: Extend the free leg forward to point the foot towards the floor. As the foot 
approaches contact with the floor, demi‐plié the support leg and then step forward to the front foot 
(turned out slightly) through 4th position demi‐plié with the heels on or near the floor. Push off the 
floor with both feet to execute a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the back foot behind the front foot in 
the air (tight 5th position). Land in demi‐plié with the support turned out slightly. The free leg 
remains in front, pointing down toward the floor. POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture; turn‐out; step 
through demi‐plié using toe, ball, heel; close legs in air. Take a long step onto the foot in demi‐plié, 
swing the straight rear leg forward‐upward and push off the floor with the support leg. Swing the 
support leg backward‐upward to execute a STRAIGHT LEG LEAP with a minimum of 90° even leg 
separation in flight. Land on the leg in demi‐ plié with the rear leg extended backward, slightly 
turned out, passing through a low arabesque position. The emphasis is on body alignment and 
height of leap. FORWARD CHASSÉ AGAIN to swing leg up, pushing off the floor with the other leg. 
Bring feet together in the air and land with feet together to execute an ASSEMBLÉ. Immediately 
punch off the floor extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes to execute a 
STRADDLE JUMP with a minimum of 120°  leg separation. During the jump the gymnast should show 
good turn‐out with the knees facing up to the ceiling. (The jump may be a side‐split jump or a 
straddle‐pike jump.) Land on both feet in a turned out position (in 1st, 3rd, or 5th) or side‐by‐side in 
demi‐ plié.  The rebound stretch jump is required after the straddle jump, however it will not be 
evaluated as it is only meant to encourage rebounding and help with the transition to performing  
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ODP 3 - FLOOR CONTINUED 
connected jumps. Immediately punch or extend both legs through the hips, knees, ankles and toes 
with the legs together to execute a STRETCH JUMP. Land on both feet either in a turned out 
position (in 1st 3rd or 5th) or feet side by side in demi‐plié. POINTS OF  

 
EMPHASIS: Body posture, amplitude, proper leg alignment. POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Posture; 
amplitude; even leg separation; coordination of arms with leap. 
 

4. Handstand straight arm forward roll tucked to step out to front limber - Step forward through the 
ball of the foot and execute and a lunge (straight leg entrance is also acceptable) Lift the rear leg 
backward‐upward maintaining a straight line from the hands, torso, and leg while reaching for the 
floor. Continue this levering action and lift the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Place 
the hands shoulder‐width apart on the floor while pushing off with the off with the support leg to 
arrive in a vertical HANDSTAND with legs together, head, neutral, focus on the hands, with a 
straight, tight, body position. HOLD 1sec, then lean forward past vertical. While maintaining 
STRAIGHT ARMS, lower the back of the head and shoulders onto the floor by tucking the chin to the 
chest keeping the back rounded. Finish the HANDSTAND FORWARD ROLL STEP OUT. STEP OUT on 
one foot then the other to arrive in a tuck stand and immediately straighten both legs, shifting the 
weight forward into a lunge to begin levering into a handstand. Continue this levering action and lift 
the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands shoulder‐width apart while 
pushing off with the front leg to arrive in a handstand with the legs together, head neutral with a 
straight, tight body. Maintaining focus on the hands, continue to open the shoulder angel past the 
hands and arch the upper back, lowering the legs to the floor. Place the feet flat on the floor 
shoulder width apart or closer with the legs straight or bent to complete a HANDSTAND TO BRIDGE. 
Immediately push off the floor with the hands, push hips forward and continue to a stand to 
execute a FRONT LIMBER. The body should "roll up" out of the FRONT LIMBER showing control and 
good body alignment. Continue to focus on hands with head neutral.  ARMS:  remain in high 
position.  At the finish, open the arms to sideward‐diagonally‐upward.  Once a vertical body position 
has been achieved, the feet may move as a result of forward and upward momentum without 
deductions. 
 

HURDLE ROUND-OFF 
                     ‐ Failure to hurdle into the round‐off 
                     ‐ Failure to have straight arms and arms by ears in hurdle AND  
                       throughout the round‐off 
                     ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                     ‐ Failure to land both feet simultaneously 
                     ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
                     ‐ No running steps backwards 
                     ‐ Lack of repulsion from hands 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment (including shoulder angle) 
                    ‐ Leg separation (on landing) 
                    ‐ Legs bent                     
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.10 
 

↑0.20 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
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BACK HANDSPRING (DOWN INCLINE or ON 20CM MAT) 
                     ‐ Squat into back handspring 
                     ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                     ‐ Incorrect/staggered hand placement 
                     ‐ Lack of repulsion from hands 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment 
                    ‐ Legs bent 
   
                    ‐ Leg separation 
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                   ‐ Failure to complete the back handspring on the feet/FALL 

↑0.20 
0.10 
0.10 
0.30 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
0.50 

CHASSÉ STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (90˚), STRADDLE JUMP (120˚) STRETCH JUMP 
Straight leg leap  
                    ‐ Bending the lead (front) leg on take‐off  
                    ‐ Failure to hit 90˚ split 
                    ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                    ‐ Uneven leg separation 
Straddle jump 
                    ‐ Failure to land with feet closed  
                    ‐ Failure to hit 120˚ split 
                    ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                    ‐ Uneven leg separation 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Uncontrolled steps, hops or foot adjustments on landing 
                    ‐ Body alignment 
                    ‐ Legs bent     
                    ‐ Leg separation (stretch jump)             
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 

 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.10ea↑0.40  
↑0.20 
↑0.30 
↑0.20 

0.05 
LEVER TO HANDSTAND STRAIGHT ARM FORWARD ROLL-STEP OUT TO HANDSTAND TO FRONT LIMBER 
                    ‐ Failure to attain vertical in each handstand and hold 1sec. 
                    ‐ Failure to close (join) legs at vertical (each handstand) 
                    ‐ Failure to hold handstand for 1sec (each handstand) 
                    ‐ Failure to lever into the handstand (each handstand) 
                    ‐ Pushing off floor with hands to arrive in tuck stand 
                    ‐ Failure to step out on roll 
                    ‐ Shoulders not over hands in bridge 
                    ‐ Failure to "roll up" out of the limber showing control and good  
                     alignment (arms and head stay back until the body reaches vertical) 
                    ‐ Steps out of front limber WITHOUT the body reaching a vertical  
                      position first 
                     ‐ Sickled/crossed legs (each handstand) 
                     ‐ Staggered hand placement (walking on hands) 
 

0.10each 
↑0.20ea 
↑0.20ea 

↑0.20ea 
0.30 
0.10 

↑0.20 
 

0.20 
 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 0.30each 
↑0.60max 
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General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Legs bent 
                    ‐ Legs separated                       
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
 
ODP 4 - FLOOR  
 

1. Round-off-back handspring - to set with coach - Take one‐to‐ three running steps and hurdle, using 
one of the three acceptable hurdle techniques to execute a ROUND‐OFF with arms covering ears 
throughout the hurdle and the round‐off. Immediately jump backward onto the hands in an 
inverted stretched body position to execute a BACK HANDSPRING, followed by a REBOUND into the 
coach’s hands. The coach then assists to control the height of the athlete's SET and lowers them 
back to the floor to land in demi‐plié in a balanced and controlled position (” STICK”) Pause. 
ARMS: High position throughout. As the landing of the rebound occurs, lower the arms sideward‐
downward to a forward‐diagonally‐low position. 
Extend the legs to finish in a straight stand. 
ARMS: Lift forward‐upward to high position: then open to sideward‐diagonally‐upward. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Acceleration, stretched body shapes. 
 

2. Sissoné-chassé-straight leg leap-swing leg hop - Maintaining a good upper body posture (no 
leaning forward), push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to 
execute a SISSONE with a minimum of 120° leg separation with the support leg forward (lifted a 
minimum of 45° off the floor), free leg behind (this is a “tilted split line” with the back leg higher 
than the front legs) The SISSONE is a travelling jump, which should move forward and upward. Land 
on the front leg in demi‐plié with the back leg extended backward, maintaining good alignment of 
the shoulders over the hips, and passing through a low arabesque position 
Step forward onto the free leg through 4th position demi‐plié. Push off the floor with both feet to 
executed a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the back foot behind the front foot in the air (tight 5th 
position) Land in demi‐plié on the back leg (foot slightly turned out). The front leg remains in the 
front, pointing down toward the floor. 
Take a long step onto the foot in demi‐ plié, swing the straight rear leg forward‐upward and push 
off the floor with the support leg. Swing the support leg backward‐upward to execute a STRAIGHT 
LEG LEAP with a minimum of 120° even leg separation in flight. Land on the leg in demi‐ plié with 
the rear leg extended backward, slightly turned out, passing through a low arabesque position. The 
emphasis is on body alignment and height of leap 
Take a large step onto the front leg through demi‐ plié. Swing the back leg forward upward a 
minimum of horizontal while simultaenously pushing off the floor extending the front leg through 
the hips, knees, ankle and toes to execute a LEG SWING HOP. Land slightly turned out in demi‐plie 
on the support leg.  
 

3. Front handspring onto height - Take one‐to‐three steps and hurdle. Take a long step forward into a 
deep lunge on the front leg. Kick the rear leg backward‐upward overhead, maintaining a straight 
line from the hands, torso, and rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action 
and lift the rear backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands on the floor DIRECTLY IN 
FRONT OF THE 20CM MAT side‐by‐side, shoulder‐width apart. As the hands contact the floor, 
forcefully extend through the shoulders. Simultaneously extend the front leg by pushing down 
against the floor, creating a powerful backward‐upward movement. Rotate the body in a tight 
stretched position to execute a FRONT HANDSPRING TO TWO FEET. Join the legs past vertical and 
land ON THE 20CM MAT with legs together, hips extended in a tight arch position. Mark this  
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position, then continue to pull the body upward and forward. As the falling action starts, lower the 
arms in front to fall to prone position, bending the arms as they contact the mat. 
 
ARMS: Lift high on the hurdle. Maintain an open shoulder angle, with the arms straight and close to 
the ears throughout the FRONT HANDSPRING and landing 
FOCUS: On the hands throughout with the head neutral. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Repulsion off two hands, body position (tight and stretched) immediate 
control rebound. 
 

4. Assisted forward salto tucked - Take 4‐5 steps before executing a hurdle and rebound from the 
floor in front of the 20cm mat. The body should be tight with the abdominals in, initiating a stretch  
 jump before lifting the hips backward and upward, rounding the back and bending the knees to 
rotate forward and executing a FRONT TUCK.  Extend the hips and legs prior to landing. Land on the 
20cm in demi‐plié. The coach will assist with the salto and the landing. Running steps forward after 
showing a landing on two feet in demi‐plié is acceptable. 
 

ROUND OFF-BACK HANDSPRING  
Round off 
                      ‐ Failure to have arms straight by ears in hurdle    
                      ‐ Failure to pass through vertical 
                      ‐ Failure to keep head in alignment 
                      ‐ Failure to land both feet simultaneously 
                      ‐ Lack of repulsion from hands 
Back handspring                          
                      ‐ Squat into back handspring 
                      ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                      ‐ Failure to rebound immediately 
                      ‐ Lack of repulsion from hands 
 
General 
                     ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                     ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                     ‐ Body alignment (including shoulder angle) 
                     ‐ Legs bent 
                     ‐ Leg separation (landing of round off and throughout back handspring)                     
                     ‐ Arms bent 
                     ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
0.20 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.30 

 
↑0.20 

0.10 
0.10 
0.30 

 
 

0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

↑0.20ea 
↑0.30 

0.05 
SISSONÉ CHASSÉ STRAIGHT LEG LEAP (120˚) SWING HOP TO HORIZONTAL 
Sissoné 
                     ‐ Failure to perform jump at a 45˚ angle forward from horizontal 
                     ‐ Failure to hit 120˚ split 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
Straight leg leap  
                     ‐ Bending the lead (front) leg on take‐off  
                     ‐ Failure to hit 120˚ split 
                     ‐ Uneven leg separation 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
Swing hop 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                     ‐ Uncontrolled steps, hops or foot adjustments on landing 
 

 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

 
↑0.30 

↑0.10ea↑0.40  
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 General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment  
                    ‐ Legs bent                    
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 

FRONT HANDSPRING ONTO HEIGHT (20CM MAT) TO PRONE FALL 
                     ‐ Failure to maintain arms next to ears & focus on hands throughout 
                     ‐ Flight prior to hand contact (dive) 
                     ‐ Incorrect (alternate or staggered) hand placement 
ODP 4 - FLOOR CONTINUED 
                     ‐ Total lack of repulsion (front walkover/front limber) 
                     ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                     ‐ Steps/hops on landing prior to prone fall up to 0.40 
 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Legs bent 
                    ‐ Legs separated (on landing)                       
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

↑0.10 
↑0.20 

0.10 
 

0.30 
0.10 

0.10 each  
max↑ 0.40 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
FORWARD SALTO TUCKED WITH SPOT 
                     ‐ Insufficient tuck position 
                     ‐ Failure to extend/open prior to landing 
                     ‐ Amplitude 
                     ‐ Landing in deep squat 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                    ‐ Fall 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

↑0.30 
 

0.80 
1.50 
0.05 
0.50 

 
 
ODP 5 - FLOOR  
 

1. Round-off-back handspring-backward salto stretched with a coach - Take one‐to‐ three running 
steps and hurdle, using one of the three acceptable hurdle techniques to execute a ROUND‐OFF 
with arms covering ears throughout the hurdle and the round‐off. Immediately jump backward onto 
the hands in an inverted stretched body position to execute a BACK HANDSPRING, followed by a 
REBOUND. Lift the hips forward and upward, rotating backwards into a CANDLESTICK position with 
the coach. Mark CANDLESTICK, before continuing the rotation in a straight‐hollow body to execute 
an assisted BACKWARD LAYOUT. Land in demi‐plié in a balanced and controlled position with the 
coach (‘” STICK”) Pause. 
ARMS: High position throughout. As the landing of the LAYOUT occurs, lower the arms sideward‐
downward to a forward‐diagonally‐low position. 
ARMS: Lift forward‐upward to high position: then open to sideward‐diagonally‐upward. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Acceleration, stretched body shapes. 
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2. Sissoné-chassé-switch-split leap - Maintaining a good upper body posture (no leaning forward), 

push off the floor, extending the legs through the hips, knees, ankles, and toes to execute a SISSONE 
with a minimum of 120° 180° leg separation with the support leg forward (lifted a minimum of 45° 
off the floor), free leg behind (this is a “tilted split line” with the back leg higher than the front legs). 
The SISSONE is a travelling jump, which should move forward and upward. Land on the front leg in 
demi‐plié with the back leg extended backward, maintaining good alignment of the shoulders over 
the hips, passing through a low arabesque position 
Step forward onto the free leg through 4th position demi‐plié. Push off the floor with both feet to 
executed a FORWARD CHASSÉ, closing the back foot behind the front foot in the air (tight 5th 
position) Land in demi‐plié on the back leg (foot slightly turned out). The front leg remains in the 
front, pointing down toward the floor. 
Take a long step onto the foot in demi‐plié, swing the straight rear leg forward‐upward and push off 
the floor with the support leg. Swing the rear straight leg forward‐upward to a minimum of 45˚, 
then change the leg to swing backward and upward, while the support leg swings forward‐upward 
to execute a SWITCH‐SPLIT LEAP with a minimum of 180° even leg separation in flight. Land on the 
leg in demi‐plié with the rear leg extended backward, slightly turned out, passing through a low 
arabesque position. The emphasis is on body alignment and height of leap. 
 

3. Front handspring to 3 rebounds - Take one‐to‐three steps and hurdle. Take a long step forward into 
a deep lunge on the front leg. Kick the rear leg backward‐upward overhead, maintaining a straight 
line from the hands, torso, and rear leg while reaching for the floor. Continue this levering action 
and lift the rear leg backward‐upward as the torso lowers. Place the hands on the floor side‐by‐side, 
shoulder‐width apart. As the hands contact the floor, forcefully extend through the shoulders. 
Simultaneously extend the front leg by pushing down against the floor, creating a powerful 
backward‐upward movement. Rotate the body in a tight stretched position to execute a FRONT 
HANDSPRING TO TWO FEET. Join the legs past vertical and land with legs together, hips extended in 
a tight arch position. Immediately REBOUND with legs together and land on both legs in demi‐plié. 
Repeat 3 REBOUNDS before landing in demi‐plié. 
ARMS: Lift high on the hurdle. Maintain an open shoulder angle, with the arms straight and close to 
the ears throughout the FRONT HANDSPRING and landing 
FOCUS: On the hands throughout with the head neutral. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: Repulsion off two hands, body position (tight and stretched) immediate 
control rebound. 
 

4. Forward salto tucked - Take 4‐5 steps before executing a hurdle and rebound from the floor in front 
of the 20cm mat. The body should be tight with the abdominals in, initiating a stretch jump before 
lifting the hips backward and upward, rounding the back and bending the knees to rotate forward 
and executing a FRONT TUCK.  Extend the hips and legs prior to landing. Land on the 20cm in demi‐
plié. Running steps forward after showing a landing on two feet in demi‐plié is acceptable. 
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ROUND OFF-BACK HANDSPRING BACKWARD SALTO STRETCHED 
                    ‐ Failure to have straight arms by ears in hurdle AND throughout the  
                      round‐off 
                    ‐ Failure to pass through vertical on round‐off 
                    ‐ Squat into back handspring 
                    ‐ Squat out of back handspring 
                    ‐ Failure to rebound immediately into back handspring and backward  
                      salto stretched 
                    ‐ Lack of acceleration in the series 
                    ‐ Lack of repulsion from hands in round‐off AND/OR back handspring 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Body alignment (including shoulder angle)                          
                    ‐ Leg separation   
                    ‐ Legs bent                
                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

0.20 
 

0.10 
↑0.20 
↑0.20 

 
0.10each 

0.10 
0.30each 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.20 
↑0.20 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.05 
SISSONE (180˚) CHASSÉ SWITCH LEAP (180˚)  
Sissone 
                     ‐ Failure to perform jump at a 45˚ angle forward from horizontal 
                     ‐ Failure to hit 180˚ split 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
Switch leap 
                     ‐ Bending the lead (front) leg on take‐off  
                     ‐ Failure to hit 180˚ split 
                     ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Uneven leg separation 
                    ‐ Uncontrolled steps/hops on landing up to 0.40 
 
                    ‐ Body alignment 
                    ‐ Legs bent                    
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

 
0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
 

0.10 
0.10 

↑0.30 
 

0.80 
1.50 
0.10 

0.10 max 
0.40 

↑0.20 
↑0.30 

0.05 
FRONT HANDSPRING TO 3 REBOUNDS 
                     ‐ Failure to maintain arms next to ears & focus on hands throughout 
                     ‐ Flight prior to hand contact (dive) 
                     ‐ Incorrect (alternate or staggered) hand placemen 
                     ‐ Total lack of repulsion (front walkover/front limber) 
                     ‐ Failure to land on both feet simultaneously 
                     ‐ Steps prior to rebound up to 0.40 
 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Legs bent 
                    ‐ Legs separated 
                       

↑0.10 
↑0.20 

0.10 
0.30 
0.10 

0.10 each 
max 0.40 

 
0.80 
1.50 

↑0.30 
↑0.20 
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                    ‐ Arms bent 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 

↑0.30 
0.05 

FORWARD SALTO TUCKED 
                     ‐ Insufficient tuck position 
                    ‐ Failure to extend/open prior to landing 
                    ‐ Insufficient hip rise (amplitude) 
                    ‐ Landing in deep squat 
                    ‐ Failure to maintain a neutral head position 
                    ‐ Failure to over‐rotate and run out of the forward salto 
General 
                    ‐ Failure to complete technical requirement(s) (Changing a major element) 
                    ‐ Incomplete skill or sequence (substituting or omitting a major element) 
                    ‐ Incorrect foot form 
                    ‐ Fall 

↑0.20 
0.10 

↑0.30 
↑0.30 

0.10 
0.20 

 
0.80 
1.50 
0.05 
0.50 
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2016-2017 Ontario Developmental Program (ODP) 
ODP 1-5 Age 7-9 

 ODP 1 ODP 2 ODP 3 ODP 4 ODP 5 
 
 

Physical Abilities  
Beginner Scoring 

Physical Abilities 
Beginner Scoring 

Physical Abilities  
Intermediate Scoring 

Physical Abilities 
Intermediate Scoring 

Physical Abilities 
 Advanced Scoring 

 
 
 

Vault 
 
 

1. Stretch jump to 40cm mats 
2. STICK DRILL ‐ Tuck jump from 
50cm block to stick landing 
 

1. Jump to handstand onto 
40cm stacked mats to flat back 
2. STICK DRILL ‐ Straddle jump 
from 50cm block to stick landing 
 

1. Jump to handstand onto 60cm 
stacked mats to flat back 
2. STICK DRILL ‐ jump 360˚ from 
50cm block to stick landing 
 

1. Front handspring to flat back 
onto 80cm high stacked mats 
2. STICK DRILL ‐  From short run 
to punch board‐forward salto 
tucked to stick landing.  
 

1. Front handspring to flat back onto 1 
meter high stacked mats 
2. Choice: a. half on from board over 
50cm block to feet 
        b. Round off onto beat board punch 
to land flat back on piled mats 

 
 
 

Bars 
 
 

1. Pullover to front support, 
straight arm roll forward to 
straight body/L hang 
2. Single leg cut forward to finish 
in stride support, hold 2secs 
3. 5 beat swings 

1.  Single leg basket, return to 
stride support 
2. Glide swing from & return to 
block   
3. 3 beat swings to shoot toes 
up to counter swing, jump down 

1. Assisted squat on, stand up 
straight jump forward off 
2. Tuck swing, glide swing assisted 
kip from block. STOP. Assisted 
front hip circle. (tuck swing/FHC 
not evaluated) 
3. 3 beat swings to shoot toes up 
to 3 long swings, let go at back 

1. Glide kip alone 
2. 2 beat swings to shoot toes up 
to 2 long swings, 2nd to long 
hang pullover to front support 
3. Front support, cast back hip 
circle immediate drop back to 
clear underswing dismount 

1. Glide kip to cast to horizontal 
2. 3 long swings to spotted layout fly 
away 
3. Front support, cast clear hip to 
horizontal jump back to block 

 
 
 

Beam 
 
 

1. Lever down to touch hands on 
beam, return to lunge landing 
2. Stretch jump 
3. Pivot turn ‐ hold 2secs at 
beginning and at end of pivot 
turn 
4. Arabesque‐forward leg swing 

1. Lever to cross handstand to 
45˚, step down to lunge landing 
2. 2 straight jump connected 
3. Passé turn position hold 
2secs, lower leg to relevé hold 
2secs, pivot turn, hold 2secs 
4. Arabesque‐forward leg swing‐
back leg swing‐plié‐relevé  

1. Lever to cross handstand, mark 
vertical line, step down to lunge 
landing 
2. Split jump 90˚ 
3. Heel snap 180˚ turn‐pivot turn 
4. Rond de jamb to arabesque min 
45˚ 

1. Lever to cross handstand hold 
2secs, step down to lunge 
landing 
2. Straight jump‐sissone 120˚ 
show arabesque landing 
3. Heel snap turn 180˚ hold 
2secs, heel snap turn 180˚ hold 
2secs. 
4. Rond de jamb min. 45˚ below 
horizontal to scale at horizontal 

1. Back walkover to 3 steps back to land 
in lunge 
2. Choice ‐ 2 leaps/jumps performed 
separately: 
Split jump, sissone, split leap, switch 
split ‐ show 180˚split 
3. Full (360˚) turn 
4. Rond de jamb to arabesque both at 
min.  45˚ below horizontal to scale 
above horizontal 

 
 
 
 

Floor 
  

1. Backward roll tucked to candle 
stand, lay flat, bridge 2sec hold, 
kick over to lunge landing 
2. Lever to cartwheel on line to 
lunge landing 
3. Split jump 30˚ split finish in 
relevé balance 
4. Forward roll tucked to stand 
(no hands to stand) step lever to 
show handstand within 10˚ to 
lunge landing 

1. Hurdle cartwheel step in to 
run 2‐4 steps back  
2. Back walkover showing 90˚ 
split to lunge landing 
3. Chasse straight leg leap 60˚ 
split 
4. Lever to handstand hold 1sec 
to bridge 

1. Hurdle round off punch to 
running steps back 
2. Back handspring down incline 
OR on 20cm mat to stand 
3. Chasse straight leg leap 90˚ 
degrees, chasse assemble punch 
straddle jump 120 degrees punch 
straight jump stick landing 
4. Lever to handstand straight arm 
front roll to step out to lever to 
handstand front limber 

1. 3 step run hurdle round off‐
back handspring‐ straight jump 
w/ spot 
2. 2‐3 steps hurdle front 
handspring, hands on floor, feet 
to land up on 20cm mat fall to 
stomach 
3. Sisonne chasse straight leg 
leap (120˚split for both) to 
straight leg hop 
4. Short run hurdle punch 
forward salto tucked with spot 

1. Short run hurdle round off‐back 
handspring spotted layout 
2. 2‐3 step run hurdle front handspring 
to 3 rounding jumps 
3. Sissone chasse switch split 180˚ split 
4. Short run hurdle punch forward salto 
tucked alone to run forward out 


	Reverse Leg Lifts Visual Guide - Remember, when lowering the legs, the hips/bum should contact the wall/flat surface (vertical line).
	The shoulders should be directly on top of the hands at the beginning and end of each push up (in front support).
	The chin must touch the line for the push up to count.
	Finger tips behind the line. Arms/elbows are almost parallel with the line. Head and eyes are up looking straight ahead. Back should be round/flat, bum squeezed, knees straight throughout the entire push up!

